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Many researchers have emphasized the importance and promise of

imagery evoking in enhancing advertising effectiveness. They also provided

practical guidelines about what kinds of message elements can be used to evoke

imagery in the advertising context. These message elements can be called

imagery-evoking advertising tactics and include concrete pictures, concrete verbal

descriptions, and instructions to imagine. However, empirical findings about the

effectiveness of these imagery-evoking tactics in enhancing consumers’ favorable

attitudes have been conflicting.

This study proposes that consumers’ thinking mode should be considered

as a key factor which influences the effectiveness of imagery-evoking advertising

tactics. Furthermore, this study suggests that product type may be an important
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variable that affects consumers’ propensity to adopt an experiential or a rational

thinking mode in the advertising context. Therefore, the goal of this study is two-

fold. First, this study aims to empirically confirm that product type may be a key

factor which influences consumers’ thinking mode. Second, this study is intended

to examine the impact of product type on the effectiveness of imagery-evoking

advertising tactics. Given these goals, this study makes the distinctions between

(i) search and experience products, and (ii) immediate and delayed consumption

products.

The findings in this study indicate that product type influences the

intensity of using the experiential thinking mode, which includes the use of pre-

consumption imagery and does not require analytic processes. Also, the findings

of this study indicate that the effectiveness of imagery-evoking advertising tactics

in inducing mental imagery and enhancing consumers’ favorable attitudes is

different depending on product type. This study extends our theoretical

understanding of the process of imagery-evoking tactics by identifying

consumers’ thinking mode as the psychological mechanism which may explain

the variations in the effectiveness of imagery-evoking advertising tactics. Also, by

identifying product type as a major factor which influences consumers’ thinking

mode, the findings from this study offer guidelines for the strategic use of

imagery-evoking advertising tactics.
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Chapter I: Introduction

It has been over two decades since Rossiter (1982) and Alesandrini &

Sheikh (1983) pointed out the importance and promise of imagery-evoking

strategies in aiding advertising effectiveness. They provided practical guidelines

regarding the advertising stimuli that will presumably create mental imagery.

Even though their specific recommendations were well supported by

psychological experiments, they were cautious enough to suggest that these

applications should be regarded as hypotheses and tested in applied advertising

settings. Since then, results from a substantial amount of advertising research has

demonstrated that advertisers may design the decision-making environment in

such a way that imagery is promoted, e.g., through offering pictorial

representations of the product and its use, product descriptions that are concrete

and imagery-inducing, or exhortations to “imagine what it would feel like” (e.g.,

Babin & Burns 1997; Burns, Biswas, & Babin 1993; Krishnamurthy & Sujan

1999; Phillips 1996).

A significant amount of empirical findings suggest that these imagery-

evoking advertising tactics influence cognitive, affective, and behavioral

responses to advertising such as recall of the content of advertising messages,

feelings, attitudes toward the advertisement and brand, and purchase intention

(e.g., Babin & Burns 1997; Bone & Ellen 1992; Burns, Biswas, & Babin 1993;

Lutz & Lutz 1977). However, evidence also suggests that vivid and pallid

information are equally persuasive or that pallid information is sometimes more
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persuasive than vivid information (e.g., Frey & Eagly 1993; Anand & Block

1997; Kisielius & Sternthal 1984). In addition, there is still an unresolved debate

about the relative effectiveness of various imagery-evoking advertising tactics

(Burns et al. 1993; Miller & Marks 1997). Considering how often advertising

tactics that aim to encourage consumers to imagine positive pictures involving

themselves and the products advertised are used irrespective of product types,

variations in the effectiveness of imagery-evoking advertising tactics need to be

better understood and explained.

1.1 MODERATING ROLE OF CONSUMERS’ THINKING MODE

The proposed study is intended to examine the conditions under which

consumers’ judgments are influenced by imagery-evoking advertising tactics. The

major premise of this research is that the effectiveness of imagery-evoking

advertising tactics may be contingent upon the way in which the consumer

processes information1. If consumers are prone to process information using

imagery, they may be more responsive to imagery-evoking advertising tactics. On

the other hand, for consumers who are inclined to process information rationally,

imagery-evoking tactics may be ineffective and wasted efforts.

Decades of theoretical and empirical research in social and cognitive

psychology provides strong evidence that consumers process information in two

distinct ways: rational (or analytical) and experiential (or intuitive) (Epstein 1994;

1 Consistent with the information processing approach in psychology, information processing
refers to the whole process in which information is attained, retained, and used to produce
appropriate responses.
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Hammond 1996; Hogarth 2005; Kahneman & Frederick 2002; Strack 1992). The

rational system is a deliberative, effortful, abstract, relatively affect-free, and

language-based cognitive system that operates primarily according to the rules of

logic. As to the experiential system, it is an automatic, holistic, and non-verbal

thinking mode which rapidly, effortlessly, and efficiently processes information

and is driven by emotions and intuition. While the rational system encodes

information in abstract symbols and operates in the medium of language, the

experiential system is primarily a non-verbal, imagistic system. The experiential

system encodes information in the form of concrete exemplars, images, and

narratives, and uses holistic cues which are based on impressions of the whole

rather than unitary cues which are precise and independent of the other cues

(Hogarth 2005). Therefore, the experiential system has been asserted to be more

responsive to concrete than to abstract representations (Epstin & Pacini 1999).

These two systems may operate in parallel and engage in seamless

interaction. However, they may compete with each other to generate responses

(Epstein 1994, 2003; Kahneman & Frederick 2002; Slovic, Finucane, &

MacGregor 2002). A few researchers have paid attention to consumer’s

propensity to process information using imagery as “a personal enduring trait”

(e.g., Burns et al. 1993; Childers, Houston, & Heckler 1985; LaBarbera et al.

1998; Pham et al. 2001). However, a considerable body of research has shown

that the nature of the task can influence the degree to which the rational or

experiential thinking mode is adopted for the task (e.g., Pacini & Epstin1999;

Epstein et al. 1992; Hogarth 2001; Strack 1992). Furthermore, recent research
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findings show that the nature of the task at hand may be more predictive of the

way in which the consumer processes information than his or her dispositional

thinking styles (Hammond, Hamm, Grassia, & Peterson 1987; Novak & Hoffman

2005).

In addition, research evidence suggests that the information and strategies

used by the consumer to construct preferences or beliefs tend to be highly

contingent upon a variety of task-specific factors such as characteristics of

product alternatives (Payne & Bettman 1992). Therefore, the lack of research

devoted to investigating the conditions which might influence consumers’ task-

specific thinking mode in the context of advertising and the moderating effects of

these conditions on the effectiveness of imagery-evoking advertising tactics is

rather problematic.

1.2 PRODUCT TYPE AS A PREDICTOR OF TASK-SPECIFIC THINKING MODE

General task characteristics which influence the propensity to adopt an

experiential or rational thinking mode have been studied. While characteristics of

a decision problem such as problem complexity, problem structuredness, time

pressure and need for justification have been explored (van Riel, Ouwersloot, &

Lemmink 2003), the characteristics of information available in a decision problem

has also been noticed. According to Hammond (1996), experiential thought is

readily induced by uncertainty, and uncertainty may be caused by the presence of

a large number of cues of limited validity and the need to define, label, and

measure the cue values oneself. In a similar vein, Payne & Bettman (1992) note
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that rational judgment and choice are difficult whenever either one of the

following uncertainties is present: (i) uncertainty about future consequences from

current action, and (ii) uncertainty about future preferences for those

consequences (March 1978).

Uncertainty caused by these two sources may be a function of product

types. That is, uncertainty about future consequences from action may be related

to the distinction between search and experience products. A search product

predominantly consists of search attributes that can be readily sought out and

assessed prior to having to make a purchase decision (Nelson 1970, 1974). On the

other hand, an experience product is high in experience attributes which cannot be

verified with advertisers’ claims, and so consumers may be left with uncertainty

until they actually try and use the product (Nelson 1970, 1974). Wright & Lynch

(1995) argue that, for search attributes, consumers believe that, before product

use, they possess a subjectively reliable inferential rule that links an observable

aspect of the product with a desirable attribute, benefit, or outcome. In contrast,

for experience attributes, the consumer perceives a far less reliable link between

the information available before use and the benefits or outcomes experienced

later.

On the other hand, uncertainty about future preferences for currently

expected consequences may be related to the distinction between immediate and

delayed consumption products. When there is a relatively short time interval

between purchase and consumption, the evaluation about the expected

consequences of product use may not be difficult because consumers are certain
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about what the consumption state will be like. However, when there is a long time

interval for delayed consumption products such as financial investment products

with delayed returns, the evaluation about the expected consequences of product

use may be difficult because consumers are uncertain about what the future

consumption state will be like. Research on intertemporal choices has consistently

shown that people tend to discount the expected utility of delayed consumption

largely due to uncertainty (Ebert 2004; Frederick, Lowenstein, & O’Donoghue

2002.

1.3 RESEARCH ISSUES

Based on the assumption that product types may be distinguished

according to the degree of uncertainty intrinsically associated with their

evaluation, the primary goal of this research is to understand the moderating role

of product type in the effects of imagery-evoking advertising tactics on

consumers’ attitudinal judgments. Since uncertainty has been postulated to

influence consumers’ thinking mode to move away from the rational and into the

experiential form, this research suggests that product type may be a key condition

which influences consumers’ task-specific thinking mode in the context of

advertising. Considering that product type is one of the most important factors in

developing an advertising creative strategy, it is surprising that the impact of

product type on the effectiveness of imagery-evoking advertising tactics has not

been examined in research.
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Given this primary goal, first, this research will empirically confirm

whether the thinking mode adopted by the consumer is different depending on

product type under evaluation. Even though, based on past research, experience

product and delayed consumption product may be distinguished from search

product and immediate consumption product according to uncertainty associated

with their evaluation, their effects on consumers’ adoption of thinking mode have

never been empirically investigated. Since people encode information and make

judgments differently contingent upon the dominant thinking mode, it is

worthwhile to explore the factors that may influence the relative dominance of

either the rational or experiential thinking mode in the context of consumer and

advertising research.

Given the above, the main research question that the proposed research

seeks to answer is: whether, depending on the product type under evaluation, the

impacts of imagery-evoking advertising tactics on consumers’ attitudinal

judgments are different. Past research has shown that mental imagery mediates

the effects of imagery-evoking advertising tactics on consumers’ attitudinal

judgments (e.g., Babin and Burns 1997; Burns, Biswas, and Banbin 1993).

Therefore, in investigating the moderating role of product type in the effects of

imagery-evoking advertising tactics on consumers’ judgments, this research will

also examine the moderating role of product type in (i) the effectiveness of

imagery-evoking advertising tactics in producing mental imagery and in (ii) the

effects of ad-evoked mental imagery on consumers’ attitudinal judgments. By

doing so, this research will be able to provide more specific explanations on the
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moderating role of product type in the effectiveness of imagery-evoking

advertising tactics.

In summary, the proposed research is intended to examine consumers’

task-specific thinking mode as a potential moderator of the effectiveness of

imagery-evoking advertising tactics. Specifically, the research will focus on

product type as a key condition which might influence consumers’ task-specific

thinking mode in the context of advertising. By doing so, this research hopes to

contribute to theoretical understanding of variations in the effectiveness of

imagery-evoking advertising tactics and to provide practical guidelines for the

strategic use of imagery-evoking advertising tactics.

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter two

reviews the theories and empirical studies relevant to the effects of imagery-

evoking advertising tactics. A focal point of this review will be to suggest a need

for a better understanding of the effectiveness of imagery-evoking advertising

tactics by considering the conditions that are likely to produce reliable effects for

imagery-evoking tactics. Chapter three proposes task-specific thinking mode as a

potential moderator of the effectiveness of imagery-evoking advertising tactics.

Based on the review of the research on task-specific thinking mode, product type

is proposed as a factor which might influence consumers’ task-specific thinking

mode. This chapter concludes with a set of hypotheses to be tested. Chapter four

outlines the research methodology to test these hypotheses. Chapter five presents

the results of the empirical investigation. Finally, a discussion of the implications

of the study and directions for future research are offered in Chapter six.
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Chapter II: Mental Imagery in Advertising Research

In their seminal review of the role of mental imagery in consumer

research, MacInnis and Price (1987) developed a conceptual framework both

useful and instructive for examining prior research. Basically, they identified

imagery elicitation strategies as antecedents and imagery was posited as an

information processing mode affected by moderators such as individual

differences in imagery ability or processing style. And, they opened up a broad

range of consequences of induced mental imagery, while claiming–as have others

such as Alesandrini and Sheikh (1983) and Lutz and Lutz (1978)–that imagery

elicitation has practical value to advertising strategies. Further, based on the

MacInnis & Price’s framework, Burns, Biswas and Babin (1993) developed an

alternative framework for research on mental imagery in the context of

advertising. Figure 2.1 presents the framework.

In this chapter, a review of past research on mental imagery in the context

of advertising research is offered. The organization of the chapter is as follows: In

the first section, the definition of mental imagery is offered. Then, its

characteristics, typology, and dimensionality are reviewed. In the second section,

advertising message elements that have been used to influence mental imagery are

identified. Then, empirical findings on the effects of these imagery-evoking

advertising tactics on imagery and advertising responses are reviewed. In the final

section, explanations for the conflicting findings on the effectiveness of imagery-

evoking advertising tactics are reviewed.
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Figure 2.1: Framework for Effects of Ad-evoked Imagery

Antecedents of
mental imagery

(e.g., instructions to
imagine, concrete
pictures & words)

Consequences of
mental imagery

(e.g., recall,
attitudes,

intention, etc)

Mental Imagery

Moderators
(e.g., familiarity, processing style, etc)
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2.1 MENTAL IMAGERY

2.1.1 Definition & Characteristics of Mental Imagery

In the context of consumer research, mental imagery is defined as “a

process by which nonverbal information is represented in working memory”

(MacInnis & Price 1987). Defined this way, mental imagery is distinct from

knowledge structures, and is consistent with the manner in which it has been

defined in the psychology literature. In the psychology literature, mental

imagery refers to all those quasi-sensory or quasi-perceptual experiences of which

we are self consciously aware and which exist for us in the absence of those

stimulus conditions that are known to produce their genuine sensory or perceptual

counterparts (Kosslyn 1989; Richardson 1969, 1983).

According to the propositional representation position (Anderson &

Bower 1973, Pylyshyn 1973, Kieras 1978), knowledge, regardless of its source

modality, is represented as a set of propositional networks composed of nodes

(representing concepts) and links (representing relationships between concepts).

Since propositions have been heavily used in linguistic theory and in

psychological theories of sentence comprehension, the mistaken ideas have arisen

that propositions are themselves verbal entities and are capable of expressing only

verbal information (Kieras 1978). Rather, propositions are logical relationships

between concepts, so that it has no commitment to the source of propositions.

Propositional representations include perceptual information in the same format

as semantic information (Anderson & Bower 1973, Kieras 1978). Further,
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Pylyshyn (1973) has shown that the image can be also reduced to a set of

propositions.

From the perspective of the propositional representation position, since

imagery processing relies on the stored knowledge which is composed of

propositional networks, its evocation and vividness depends on the level of

knowledge development (MacInnis & Price 1987). The imagery system as a

working mode for the temporary representation of memories and ideas is under

the control of abstract thought (Yuille & Catchpole 1977). In addition, not only

perceptual information of the individual concept but also its semantic information

must play a role in determining the content of imagery processing.

However, different from discursive, symbolic, or language-like

processing, imagery processing involves perceptual or sensory representations in

working memory that are used in much the same way as perceptions of external

stimuli (Finke 1990; MacInnis & Price 1987). Thus, imagery processes are

evoked as internal sensory experiences in working memory and provide the

imager with a surrogate experience (MacInnis & Price 1987). Past research has

empirically shown that similar processes are involved in processing externally

provided and internally imagined information. For example, Moyer et al. (1978,

cited at Unnava, Agarwal, & Haugtvedt 1996) demonstrated that subjects made a

similar pattern of responses with externally provided pictures and with internally

generated images. In addition, Kisielius and Sternthal (1984) demonstrated that

attitude is affected similarly whether subjects generated images in response to

verbal information or processed pictures that depicted the verbal information.
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Further, research has indicated that imagery and perceiving (or sensing)

share the same neurological sensory circuitry. For example, visual perception and

visual mental imagery activate the same visual cortices in the brain (Kosslyn et al.

1993) and auditory mental imaging also activates the same brain topographies and

neurological substrates as auditory perceptions (Zatorre and Halpern 1993). Even

mental images relating to simulated movement (kinesthetic) are neurologically

connected to the same process that control actual sensory-motor activity (Kosslyn

1994; Gross, et al. 1999). In addition, it has been found that imagery produces the

same physiological effects that mirror perceptual processes (Buss 1994; Lang et

al. 1993). Thus, to the brain and the body, imagery experiences are functionally

equivalent to perception. Where they seem to differ is in degree and intensity

(Christensen 2002). In this vein, Ahsen (1984) theorizes that the essential features

of all forms of mental imaging include not only the non-verbal mental

representation and the personal meaning of that representation, including the

words or verbal labels applied to that mental image, but also the affective/somatic

response to that image.

2.1.2 Classification of Mental Imagery

As quasi-sensory, quasi-perceptual experiences, four types of mental

imagery have been distinguished: after imagery; eidetic imagery; thought

imagery; and imagination imagery (Holt 1964; Richardson 1969, 1983). Although

imagination imagery recently began to draw increased interest under the concept

of consumption dreaming (e.g., Fournier & Guiry 1993; d’Astous & Deschenes
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2005) in consumer research, most attention among consumer and advertising

researchers has been devoted to thought imagery which includes imagery

generated in consumers by advertising stimuli (Burns, Biswas, & Babin 1993).

Thought imagery can be defined by contrasting it with other types of

mental imagery (Richardson 1983): it is not the type of imagery that can be

experienced after prolonged and/or intense stimulation in any sensory modality

ceases (i.e., after imagery), or the type of imagery that can be experienced after

scanning a high contrast picture for 30 seconds (i.e., eidetic imagery). It is not the

type of imagery in which individuals are absorbed even after the adaptive

demands of the external world for imagery are reduced so that attention can be

safely withdrawn from it (i.e., imagination imagery). It seldom distracts us from

the goings-on in our physical and social environment (Richardson 1983).

Thought imagery includes mental imagery which is spontaneously aroused

due to the adaptive demands of the external world (i.e., spontaneous thought

imagery) (Richardson 1983). Whenever goal-directed thought is blocked or

becomes confused and uncertain, imagery will be aroused that may facilitate a

solution (Fox 1914; Sheehan and Lewis 1974). Sheehan and Lewis (1974)

confirmed that the greater the confusion, such as sense of uncertainty, bafflement,

or frustration, that is produced in the course of a thought or action sequence, the

more likely it is that imagery will be aroused and the more vivid that imagery will

be. In this vein, Oliver, Robertson, and Mitchell (1993) empirically found that the

consumer is more likely to proactively use imagery as part of a problem-solving
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approach to a product purchase decision when s/he encounters and evaluates less

continuous innovations.

Thought imagery is also aroused with instructions to form an image of

something from oneself or from an external source such as advertising stimuli

(i.e., voluntary thought imagery) (Richardson 1983). Attempts to examine the

functional value of this ability in relation to such cognitive processes as learning,

recall, and problem solving have resulted in somewhat conflicting findings.

However, the general agreement among researchers who have examined the role

of voluntary thought imagery in relation to affective processes is rather well

documented and consistent. To the extent that one can construct vivid imagery

and absorb oneself into its content, the resulting consequences are remarkably

similar to those from the actual stimulus situation (Richardson 1983).

2.1.3 Measurement and Dimensionality of Mental Imagery

Because it is a latent construct, mental imagery poses a measurement

challenge for researchers. The general approach in psychology applications has

been to manipulate independent variables that are assumed to stimulate imagery

processing in subjects such as explicit instructions for subjects to imagine

something. That is, a large majority of researchers have not attempted to measure

imagery processing. Instead, they argue that because the dependent variables

operate in hypothesized directions, mental imagery was therefore activated as

assumed. Thus, the general approach in those studies has been to verify that
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mental imagery took place rather than to investigate the nature, degree, and

dimensions of imagery processing in detail (Babin & Burns 1998).

Some consumer researchers have taken criterion-based approaches parallel

to those in psychology. Further, to verify the presence of or assess the content of

imagery processing, manipulation checks and subjects’ written or verbal protocols

have been incorporated (e.g., Holbook & Moore 1981; Anand-Keller & McGill

1994). However, more recently, most consumer researchers have sought to

understand the characteristics and extent of imagery processing that has been

triggered by a particular advertising stimulus by applying multi-item scales (e.g.,

Babin & Burns 1998; Bone & Ellen 1990, 1992; Burns et al. 1993; Ellen & Bone

1991; MacInnis & Price 1990; Miller, Hadjimarcou, & Miciak 2000; Miller &

Marks 1997; Oliver et al. 1993; Unnava & Burnkrant 1991).

As a first attempt to systematically develop a scale to measure

advertisement-evoked mental imagery, Ellen and Bone (1991) proposed that

communication-evoked imagery is reflected in five dimensions: vividness, clarity,

quantity, ease, and the degree to which the imagery relates to an individual’s

experiences (i.e., links). However, their empirical analysis indicated a two-factor

solution with the quantity and ease items loaded together and separate from the

vividness items (Bone & Ellen 1992). Therefore, they operationalized evoked

imagery by summing the items for each factor (i.e., vividness and quantity/ease)

and treating these as correlated indicators of the degree of imagery elicited by the

message. Also, Miller and Marks (1997) confirmed the quantity/ease and

vividness dimensions in the examination of sound effects in radio advertisements
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on imagery processing and consequence variables such as feelings, learning, and

attitudes.

While imagery vividness is the clarity with which the individual

experiences an image and taps the quality aspects of evoked imagery (Babin &

Burns 1998), imagery quantity refers to the number of images that come to mind

while processing information (McGill & Anand 1989). It seems reasonable that if

it is easier to stimulate mental imagery, more images may be stimulated as well,

which would imply that quantity and ease of mental imagery are likely very

highly correlated and could not be separated empirically.

The Ellen and Bone (1991) scale, however, was limited in terms of the

need for a more rigorous methodology of scale development and the restricted

conceptualization of the “link” dimension as linkages to one’s past. Therefore,

Babin and Burns (1998) produced a modified scale for the measurement of

communication-evoked mental imagery. These researchers proposed three

dimensions for the imagery construct – quantity, vividness, and elaboration. Here,

elaboration refers to the activation of information in the production of mental

imagery beyond what is provided by the stimulus. Their modified scale was

composed of 14 seven-point Likert-type items and was empirically evaluated in

terms of reliability, convergent validity, discriminant validity, and nomological

validity.

Although the Babin and Burns (1998) imagery scale may represent an

improvement over the various applications of the original Ellen and Bone (1991)

scale, some problems concerning the measurement of advertising-evoked mental
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imagery remain. As discussed earlier, affective tone is a primary element of

mental imagery. However, the imagery scales developed including the Babin and

Burns’s do not address the affective content (Anand-Keller & McGill 1994;

Miller, Hadjimarcou, & Miciak 2000). On the other hand, Miller, Hadjimarcou,

and Miciak (2000) addressed this issue and included the valence dimension in

their development of an imagery scale and empirically showed that their scale

reliably and validly measures advertisement-evoked imagery across the various

media. However, based on the empirically untested assumption that elaboration is

subsumed to a large extent by quantity and vividness, they didn’t include

elaboration as a relevant dimension in the scale. Therefore, there is still a need for

a more encompassing scale to measure mental imagery and more work to draw a

consensus on the dimensionality of mental imagery among researchers.

2.1.4 Mental Imagery in Consumer and Advertising Research

While mental imagery is broadly defined as a process by which sensory

information is represented in working memory (MacInnis & Price 1987), the

focus among consumer and advertising researchers has naturally been narrowed

down to a subset of mental imagery in some aspects. First, mental images are

mental representations of all sensory modalities: visual, auditory, olfactory,

kinesthetic, gustatory, and haptic. However, consumer and advertising researchers

tend to focus their attention on visual imagery for the reason that the predominant

form of imagery is visual (Babin and Burns 1997). Of the modalities, visual

images dominate. This is because as much as two-thirds of all perceptual
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information reaches the brain through the visual systems (Kosslyn et al. 1990;

Zaltman 1997). On top of that, even when images are reported as multi-modal,

visual images are almost always part of the multi-modal image (Kosslyn et al.

1990). Therefore, the scales developed to measure imagery processing in the

context of consumer research mainly taps visual imagery (Miller, Hadjimarcou, &

Miciak 2000).

In addition, in the context of consumer research, the focus of the imagery

experience was usually consumption objects and consumption experience, which

was then labeled consumption imagery as a special type of mental imagery

(Christensen 2002). While consumption imagery may be recalled from memory or

created through imaginative processes (Finke 1989; Forrester 2000), consumer

behavior and advertising researchers have paid most of their attention to to pre-

consumption imagery which is the process of creating possible, anticipatory, or

simulated representations of consumption activities (Anad-Keller & McGill 1994;

MacInnis & Price 1987; Phillips 1996; Walker & Olson 1997). Throughout the

consumption cycle, from prepurchase consideration of alternatives to choice to

possession and consumption, consumers continuously evaluate products and make

decisions. However, considering, as Wells (1993) indicated, academic consumer

researchers have spent most of their time on consumers’ pre-purchase product

evaluation, the focus on pre-consumption imagery among consumer researchers is

a natural phenomenon. Consequently, the remainder of literature review on

research on mental imagery in the context of consumer and advertising research

will be focused on the naturally occurring process of quasi-sensory visual
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experiences brought into working memory through the exposure of advertising

stimuli in the stage of pre-purchase product evaluation.
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2.2 IMAGERY-EVOKING ADVERTISING TACTICS

It has long been believed that mental imagery influences attitudinal and

behavioral judgments. Based on these beliefs, marketing communications often

include pictorial representations of the product and its use, detailed verbal

descriptions of a product’s features, and prompts to imagine the personal use of an

advertised product. These practices are advocated as imagery-evoking advertising

tactics by many researchers (Alesandrini and Sheikh 1983; Lutz and Lutz 1978;

MacInnis and Price 1987). Although each imagery-evoking tactic has unique

capabilities to stimulate mental imagery processing, each has been assumed to

affect attitudinal and behavioral judgments through the processing of mental

imagery (Edell 1988). In this section, after various explanations for the effects of

mental imagery are reviewed, each imagery-evoking advertising tactics and

research findings on it will be discussed in detail.

2.2.1 Explanations for the Effects of Imagery Processing

Even though various explanations for the effects of imagery processing on

memory, attitudes and behavioral intentions have been proposed, past research

supports that these effects of imagery stem from the increased availability of

imaginal information (Bone & Ellen 1992; Childers & Houston 1984; Nisbett &

Ross 1980; Tversky & Kahneman 1973). That is, while attitudinal and behavioral

judgments are influenced by information that most readily comes to mind at the

time of the judgment, imagery processing of information is among the most
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important factors which may contribute to this availability of information by

providing multiple retrieval paths in memory (Nisbett & Ross 1980).

According to this view, there is little difference between the psychological

mechanism by which individuals process information using imagery and the

mechanism by which they process information semantically (Edell 1988).

However, when imagining a stimulus, a large number of incidental cues are

contained within the image which could serve as aids to memory retrieval

(Childers & Houston 1984; Kieras 1978; Lang 1979; Nisbett & Ross 1980). For

example, if the imaginal scene (e.g., an image of drinking beer) contains more

cues that the word alone (e.g., beer), this additional information is stored, multiple

retrieval paths are provided, and memory is enhanced.

Paivio (1971, 1986) also explained the effects of imagery processing

based on the notion of multiple retrieval paths. However, his idea of multiple

retrieval paths was based not on the number of units of information that encode

the same conceptual fact but on the number of sensory pathways that store the

information. The Paivio’s dual-code theory posits that not only does imagery

processing activate a visual encoding process, but it also activates a verbal

encoding process. Moreover, the visual code is thought to be qualitatively

superior to the verbal code. So, when information is processed using imagery, two

retrieval paths can be activated at the time of recall. Semantic processing, on the

other hand, activates only a verbal encoding process, resulting in poorer recall.

More recently, in a similar vein, Kisielius and Sternthal (1984, 1986)

introduced the availability-valence hypothesis. According to this view, attitudinal
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judgments depend on the favorableness of information that is available in

memory. Availability refers to the ease with which an association can be accessed

from memory. Although information availability can be affected by a variety of

factors, one factor that is important in accounting for the vividness effect is

cognitive elaboration, which refers to the number of associative pathways in

memory that relates to a particular concept (Anderson and Bower 1980; Nisbett

and Ross 1980).

According to their explanation for the effects of imagery processing,

information which is vividly presented in a message affects the extent to which

people will engage in cognitive elaboration. Messages using devices such as

pictures, concrete information, and instructions to image are likely to evoke

mental imagery, which increases the number of message-relevant associations in

memory by providing multiple cues. When a judgment is made, a substantial

number of routes would be available by which message-relevant information

could be retrieved. In contrast, relatively few associative pathways is established

in processing pallid information; hence, there would be few routes by which

message-related information could be accessed (Kisielius & Sternthal 1986).

However, Kisielius and Sternthal’s availability-valence hypothesis offers a

different description of the process by which imagery processing affects

judgments from other explanations in the literature. Both explanations share the

position that imagery processing evokes cognitive elaboration by providing

multiple cues and hence makes vivid information more memorable. However,

while the general explanation is based on the assumption that more memorable
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information is more persuasive due to its increased availability, Kieielius and

Sternthal’s view assumes that cognitive elaboration may either enhance,

undermine, or have no effect on the persuasiveness of a message, depending on

the favorableness of the information elaborated, not just on the availability of

information (Kisielius & Sternthal 1986).

However, some scholars believe that a “positive bias” is associated with

imagery because people are not inclined to fantasize about negative outcomes.

They note that imagery processing is likely to pertain to pleasant emotional or

affective elements of the stimulus (e.g., Bone and Ellen 1992; MacInnis and Price

1987). Given the general positive nature of most ads, this suggests that the content

of consumer imagery stimulated by an advertisement would be positive (Babin

and Burns 1997). In this vein, Sheikh and Jordan (1983; see also Bone and Edell

1992) note that imagery processing, by nature, is more likely to retain the

emotional or affective nature of the stimulus itself. Considering this positive bias

associated with imagery, in the context of advertising, it seems that the predicted

effects of imagery by the availability-valence hypothesis are similar to the other

explanations based on the increased availability of imaginal information such as

the Paivio’s dual-coding hypothesis (Bone and Ellen 1992).

On the other hand, some researchers explained the effects of mental

imagery on consumers’ attitudinal and behavioral responses based on the

consumers’ use of the affective responses to imagined scenes (Anand-Keller &

McGill 1994; Shiv & Hubber 2000; Slovic, Finucane, Peters, & MacGregor

2002). According to this view, under some conditions, the evaluation of
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alternatives may be less analytical and rule-based. Instead, the evaluation of an

alternative involves imagining scenes and activities associated with the alternative

and assessing the desirability of the alternative according to the affective response

to this simulated experience. Anand-Keller and McGill (1994) termed this

approach “the imagery heuristic.” Given the positive bias associated with

mental imagery and the general positive nature of most ads, even based on the

consumers’ use of the affective responses to imagined scenes, it seems that the

predicted effects of imagery on consumers’ responses in the context of advertising

are positive similarly to the predictions based on the availability of imaginal

information.

2.2.2 Message elements that influence mental imagery

Picture

Pictorial material is defined as “any two dimensional representation in

which the stimulus array contains at least one element that is not alphabetic,

numeric, or arithmetic” (Lutz & Lutz 1978, p. 611). As such, photographs,

drawings, and illustrations fall under the rubric of pictures (Babin, Burns, &

Biswas 1992). Because pictures have the advantage of presenting visual images in

an appropriate modality for internalization as the basis for personal imagery

(Rossiter and Percy 1980), it is believed that pictures influence the process of

mental imagery (Bugelski 1983; Paivio 1971; Rossiter 1978; Shepherd 1967).

Pictures can be classified according to the level of concreteness (Babin,

Burns, & Biswas 1992), ranging from very concrete and realistic to abstract. In a
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concrete picture, the subject is easily identifiable as a person, place, or object,

whereas in an abstract picture the subject is not easily identifiable (Rossiter Percy

1983). For example, Babin and Burns (1997) manipulated the concrete picture

condition with a photograph of an automobile negotiating a curve in the load,

while the less concrete picture condition was patterned after an actual magazine

advertisement in which close-up pictures of parts of the car appeared in three

separate panels.

Numerous studies have shown that pictures are more easily recalled or

recognized than words (Paivio 1969; Lutz and Lutz 1978). The dominant

explanation for the stronger presence of pictures in memory focuses on their

superior ability to evoke the use of mental imagery which activates visual as well

as verbal encoding process (Paivio 1986, Childers and Houston 1984). In

addition, concrete pictures have also been shown to be more effective than

abstract pictures for recall (Paivio 1969; Paivio and Csapo 1969). That finding is

consistent with the dual-coding hypothesis because concrete pictures are easier for

people to describe verbally or label, and thus activate verbal representations in

addition to visual representations (Paivio 1986). A concrete picture is a strong

stimulation for generating visual imagery because it provides the visual image for

the viewer and thus conveys rich cues from which imagery processing can result.

A less concrete or abstract picture is a much weaker stimulus that gives viewers

few or no cues related to the product and may be no better than no picture at all

(Babin & Burns 1997).
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Compared to the effects of pictures on learning, however, very few studies

have examined the effects of pictures on judgments and, if any, evidence that

pictures enhance the persuasibility of information is contradictory. Some found

that, in the advertising context, an ad with concrete pictures created more

favorable ad attitude (e.g., Mitchell 1986; Mitchell and Olson 1981) and brand

attitude (e.g., Dickson et al. 1986; Edell and Staelin 1983; Mitchell 1986; Mitchell

and Olson 1981; Rossiter and Percy 1978, 1980) than an ad with abstract pictures

or no picture. Others, however, found no difference or less favorable attitudes

when verbal statements were accompanied by pictorial information than when

verbal statements were presented alone (e.g., Keller & Block 1997; Kisielius &

Sternthal 1984, 1986; Taylor & Thompson 1982).

Further, by applying multi-dimensional scales to measure communication-

evoked mental imagery, Babin and Burns (1997) found that concrete pictures did

stimulate vivid mental imagery, but it did not significantly influence the quantity

or elaboration of that imagery in comparison with a less concrete picture or no

picture (Babin and Burns 1997). Based on these results, they concluded that

concrete pictures may not be effective in stimulating a large quantity of elaborate

imagery because everything is provided in the stimulus, which may actually stifle

further mental imagery (Rossiter and Percy 1983). Babin and Burns (1997) also

commented that further validation of the vividness dimension is necessary

because respondents may have thought about the image, or picture, provided in

the ad rather than any mental imagery they may have experienced.
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Concrete verbal description

When a verbal description contains specific details of a setting or person,

such as color, appearance, or gesture, the impression the perceiver forms is

thought to be stronger. Hence, concrete verbal descriptions are argued to have

effects by means of the details with which information is presented and by means

of its “imaginability” (Nisbett & Ross 1980; Taylor & Thompson 1982). To

manipulate the degree of detail and specificity while matching advertising copy

identical in number of words and sentence structure, concrete words were used to

examine the effects of concrete verbal descriptions in the context of advertising

research.

Concrete words such as table are more likely to evoke images in subjects’

minds because of their higher imagery value than abstract words such as freedom.

The likelihood of evoking visual images in one’s mind as one reads a word is

termed the “imagery value” of the word (Unnava & Brunkrant 1991). By asking

individuals to rate words with respect to their ease of arousing sensory images,

imagery values have been established for nouns (Paivio, Yullie, and Madign

1968), verbs (Lipman 1974) and 1,000 frequently-used words (van der Veur

1975). In testing the effects of concrete versus abstract verbal descriptions in an

advertising context, Babin, Burns, and Biswas (1992) were able to choose

concrete and abstract words from studies by Lippman (1974) and van de Veur

(1975).

Several studies have shown that high imagery words are remembered

better than low imagery words (Lutz and Lutz 1978; Paivio 1969; Richardson
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1980). This greater memory for high imagery words is argued to be due to the

images the words generate in the subject’s mind. The high imagery words and the

images they generate result in the formation of verbal and imaginal codes in

memory (Paivio 1971, 1986). In a manner similar to the picture superiority effect,

the presence of two codes for high imagery words enhances their retrievability

over that of low imagery words. Support for this line of reasoning is found in

studies that show smaller memory differences between pictures and high imagery

words than between pictures and low imagery words (Paivio 1971, 1986). 

However, as in the effects of pictures, the effects of concrete verbal

descriptions become more controversial in situations where attitude or persuasion

is the criterion for judging message effectiveness. In a print-ad study, Burns,

Biswas, and Babin (1993) found that ads for automobiles containing concrete

copy generated more vivid imagery and more favorable attitude toward the brand

than did ads containing abstract copy. Also, Miller and Marks (1997) examined

the effects of vivid verbal messages in radio advertising and found that they

produced a significant increase in imagery vividness. On the other hand, in

psychology, the empirical evidence regarding the impact of concrete verbal

stimuli on attitudes has not been definitive. According to Taylor and Thompson’s

(1982) review of the studies which directly tested the concreteness hypothesis,

manipulating vividness through concrete and colorful language, most of the

studies found no differences in attitudes as a function of the appeal. Further, Frey

and Eagly (1993) found that the pallid version of the editorial was more

persuasive than the vivid version.
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Instructions to imagine

Imagery processing can be also encouraged through verbal or written

commands. In studies of psychology, instructions to imagine were given as the

most direct way to encourage imagery processing. Typically, instructions to

imagine have involved the experimenter giving instructions to the subject to form

mental images. Giving individuals instructions to imagine has resulted in greater

recall than giving them other verbal instructions or no instructions, again

presumably because of imagery processing (see Lutz and Lutz 1978 for a review).

Paivio (1971) reviewed several studies on experimenter-provided mental imagery

instructions and concluded that such instructions facilitate learning.

Embedding instructions to imagine within a message stimulus is a viable

alternative for advertising. While Rossiter (1978, 1982) stated, “high imagery

visuals work far better than instructions to imagine,” some researchers have

suggested that the use of instructions to imagine is the superior strategy because

of its proposed power to generate highly vivid self-relevant imagery (Babin et al.

1992, Bone & Ellen 1992). This could result in self-generated persuasion and

stronger attitudes (Jaworski & MacInnis 1989). This position has also been

supported by the findings that self-relatedness of an imagery-inducing message

influences responses such as attitudes and intentions (e.g., Bone and Ellen 1990).

Empirical evidence concerning the effects of instructions to imagine on

responses to advertising is rare and the results have been mixed. While Gregory,

Cialdini, Carpenter (1982) and Babin and Burns (1997) found a significant effect

of instructions to imagine on attitudes, intentions, and actual behavior, Wright and
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Rip (1980), Burns, Biswas, and Babin (1993) and Miller and Marks (1997) failed

to elicit significantly different responses from subjects receiving in-ad

instructions. In addition, according to the studies where comparisons of the

relative effectiveness of various imagery-evoking tactics were made (Burns et al.

1993, Miller & Marks 1997), instruction to imagine was the least effective

imagery-evoking tactic.

Instruction to imagine could operate differently than other imagery-

evoking tactics. This tactic assumes that once the instructions are interpreted, the

individual is motivated to comply with the instructions and engage in mental

imagery, that is, to voluntarily activate perceptual structures. However,

instructions to imagine, in themselves, do not create imagery. In order for imagery

to occur, the individual must be supplied information within the communication

about what is supposed to be imagined (Miller & Marks 1997). Therefore, the

lack of effect could have been due to subjects’ inability to imagine because they

did not possess adequate knowledge structures to facilitate imagery development

(MacInnis and Price 1987). For example, Wright and Rip’s (1980)

nonsignificant results could have been due to the use of a product stimulus that

was unfamiliar and intangible to the sample (colleges as products with high

school sophomores as respondents), thus precluding imagery processing

(MacInnis and Price 1987).
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2.3 MODERATORS OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF IMAGERY-EVOKING TACTICS

Pictures, concrete verbal descriptions, and instructions to imagine message

information are frequently used by advertising strategists to communicate

information about products and services. These practices are based on the belief

that these advertising tactics generate more vivid imagery, which is more likely to

be multiply encoded (e.g., both verbally and in image form) and elaborated on.

Therefore, these tactics are assumed to leave a stronger memory trace and, hence,

exert a stronger effect on judgments.

Considerable support for this belief is found in the literature when the

effectiveness of imagery-evoking tactics is judged in terms of stimulus recall.

However, the effects of imagery-evoking tactics become more controversial in

situations where attitude or persuasion is the criterion for judging effectiveness.

After a systematic review of the evidence for the vividness effect, Taylor and

Thompson (1982) suggested that any tendency of vividness to enhance

judgmental impact is weak, subtle, and unreliable. More radically, Collins,

Taylor, Wood, and Thompson (1988) maintained that the greater persuasiveness

of vivid information is more an illusion than it is elusive.

This apparent elusiveness of the effects of imagery-evoking tactics on

persuasiveness has led researchers to examine conditions under which consumers’

judgments are disproportionately influenced by information that is concrete and

imagery provoking relative to information that is equally important to the

judgment but presented in a more pallid fashion. There may be only a narrow set

of circumstances in which vividness effects occur, so the question is which factors
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are likely to produce reliable effects for imagery-evoking strategies (McGill &

Anand 1989b).

2.3.1 Differential attention

Taylor and Thompson (1982) proposed that imagery-evoking strategies

may influence persuasion only under conditions of differential attention, where

vividly presented information is attended to more than nonvivid information.

They reasoned that when an incoming message must compete for an individual’s

limited attentional resources, vivid information may capture attention, whereas

less vivid, bland presentations might be overlooked entirely. Viewed from this

perspective, past difficulties in demonstrating the effects of imagery-evoking

tactics on judgments might thus derive from the fact that “in the laboratory, one

has the undivided attention of the subject” (p.177), who would attend to fully

whatever information, vivid or not, was presented. In everyday life, however,

vivid and nonvivd stimuli must compete for attention; under these “noisy”

conditions, vivid information may be processed and nonvivid information is not.

These authors proposed testing for the effects of imagery-evoking tactics

under conditions in which vivid and nonvivd information must compete for

attention. Consistent with this analysis, some researchers have argued that

selective attention may emerge only when vivid stimuli compete for attention

with extraneous stimuli. To induce this competition, these investigators have

placed vivid and pallid information in the same message (e.g., Reyes, Thompson,

& Bower 1980; Shedler & Manis 1986). Empirical support for this method is
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mixed (Reyes, Thompson, and Bower 1980; Shedler & Manis 1986). While Reyes

et al. (1980) failed to find a significant vividness effect on the immediate

judgment, Shedler and Manis (1986) found a significant vividness effect in both

immediate and delayed judgments.

The second method that has been employed to establish “divided

attention” involves introducing distractors that decrease the amount of attention

that individuals can devote to a message (Taylor & Wood 1983; Shedler and

Manis 1986). The expectation is that vividly presented information will capture a

greater share of attention under these impoverished conditions and so will exert

greater influence in subsequent judgments. Both Shedler and Manis (1986) and

Taylor and Wood (1983) failed to demonstrate an effect for vividness under

conditions of competition for attentional resources either in the analysis of

memory index or in the analysis of the subject’s judgments.

It seems that vividly presented information captures more attention than

pallid information given the substantial support for differential attention from

evidence on the conceptually related salience phenomenon (McGill & Anand

1989). One interpretation of the conflicting findings regarding the effectiveness of

vividly presented information, even under conditions of differential attention, is

that the information was irrelevant to the judgment. In previous studies,

researchers have made “the vividness manipulating fairly slight, by merely adding

a vivid but irrelevant detail to the description” (Reyes et al. 1980). This suggests

that the differential attention hypothesis will be supported only when the level of

vividness is varied on information that is relevant or central to the judgment. A
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similar suggestion is made by Taylor and Thompson (1982, p. 173), who noted

that “the biggest problem facing the vividness concept is the failure to distinguish

between a vivid message and a vivid presentation.”

2.3.2 Cognitive elaboration

The availability-valence hypothesis (Kisielius & Sternthal 1984, 1986)

suggests that imagery-evoking tactics can affect attitudinal and behavioral

judgments based on the premise that the vividness of information presented in a

message affects the extent to which people will engage in cognitive elaboration.

To the extent that pictures, concrete information, and instructions to imagine

evoke imagery, messages using these devices are likely to enhance the number of

message-relevant associations in memory by providing multiple cues. That is,

according to Kisielius and Sternthal’s hypothesis, the persuasive power of

vividness is affected through increased levels of cognitive elaboration on the

material presented.

This availability-valence hypothesis suggests that the difficulty in

demonstrating significant effects of imagery-evoking tactics may be due to the

fact that, in some cases, imagery-evoking tactics may not evoke different levels of

cognitive elaboration (Kisielius & Sternthal 1986). For example, if people are

already quite familiar with the content of the message and have associations to it

stored in memory prior to the presentation of the message, the extensive cognitive

elaboration is likely to be induced by their prior knowledge regardless of the
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presentation format and, hence, the effects of imagery-evoking tactics may be

suppressed (e.g., Gottlieb et al. 1977; Sawyer 1955).

In the context of a stimulus that includes both vivid and nonvivid

information, McGill and Anand (1989b) interpreted this hypothesis to imply that

the vivid information will have additional influence only if people elaborate on

the material presented. They proposed that when people are encouraged to

elaborate on a stimulus that contains both vivid and nonvivid information,

elaboration will occur to a great extent with respect to the vivid information,

making its influence greater in subsequent evaluation. This proposition was based

on the premise that vivid information will assume a disproportionate degree of

elaboration compared to nonvivid information because of its rich nature and

greater ease of imagability (Nisbett and Ross 1980). Consistent with McGill and

Anand’s expectation, in the high elaboration condition, the flamboyant alternative

(described by positive values on the vivid attributes but negative values on the

nonvivid attributes) was evaluated more favorably than the stalwart alternative

(described by negative values on the vivid attributes but positive values on the

nonvivid attributes). On the other hand, the flamboyant and the stalwart

alternatives were liked equally in the low elaboration condition.

However, McGill and Anand’s manipulations of the degree of cognitive

elaboration remind of the issue raised by MacInnis and Price (1987). According to

MacInnis and Price, even though there has been an implicit confound in some

research between processing mode (imagery vs. discursive) and processing level

(high vs. low elaboration), both imagery and discursive processes can be
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described on an elaboration continuum. However, in the McGill and Anand’s

(1989b) study, the extent of cognitive elaboration was manipulated by giving

subjects explicit instructions either to elaborate on descriptions of alternatives

through the use of imagery (the high elaboration condition) or to suppress the use

of imagery and to evaluate alternatives in a more analytical fashion (the low

elaboration condition).

As suggested by the availability-valence hypothesis, imagery-evoking

tactics may have their persuasive power only when they increase the level of

cognitive elaboration through evoking imagery processing. However, when

people are motivated to semantically elaborate on the material presented in the

message, imagery-evoking tactics may not be effective in persuasion even though

people cognitively elaborate on the message. It is important to remember that

imagery and discursive processing are not mutually exclusive processes and the

contents of each become elaborately intertwined (MacInnis & Price 1987).

However, to identify conditions under which consumers’ judgments are

disproportionately influenced by information that is concrete and imagery

provoking relative to information that is presented in a more pallid fashion, it may

be critical to understand the conditions that may influence the way consumers

elaborate on and process information.
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Chapter III: Effects of Thinking Mode on the Effectiveness of
Imagery-Evoking Advertising Tactics

Given the conflicting findings about the effectiveness of imagery-eliciting

advertising tactics reviewed in the previous chapter, it has been suggested that the

effectiveness of imagery-evoking tactics may depend on the way in which

consumers elaborate on the advertising message. That is, if consumers are prone

to elaborate on it using imagery, imagery-evoking tactics may be effective.

However, if they are inclined to think about the message rationally and

semantically for any reason, the persuasive power of imagery-evoking advertising

may be reduced. In this chapter, based on the literature review on the types of

thinking mode and the factors affecting the dominance of one specific thinking

mode, it is proposed that the effectiveness of imagery-eliciting advertising tactics

may be moderated by product type, which may influence consumers’ thinking

mode.

The first section of this chapter introduces the distinction between two

families of cognitive processes, namely the experiential and rational thinking

modes. The second section describes the factors that determine the relative

dominance of one of these two thinking modes. Further, it presents product type

as a key factor which might influence consumers’ thinking mode. The third

section introduces a set of research hypotheses for understanding the moderating

effects of product type on the effectiveness of imagery-eliciting advertising

tactics.
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3.1 RATIONAL VERSUS EXPERIENTIAL THINKING MODE

3.1.1 Dual Models of Thoughts

The idea that judgment and decision making involve different sets of

mental processes resonates with most people’s everyday experiences. Recently,

the distinctive nature of these different sets of mental processes has been the

subject of much psychological research with many theorists postulating the so-

called “dual models” of thoughts (Chaiken & Trope 1999; Epstein 1994;

Hammond 1996; Sloman 1996). The advocates of each of these models postulate

one set of mental processes that are quick and effortless, and another set that are

more deliberate and taxing.

Under the umbrella of the “dual models” of thoughts, there are two types

of dual process models (Gilovich & Griffin 2002; Kirkpatrick and Epstein 1992).

One type has adopted and investigated an explanation for non-rational decision

making based on the model of humans as limited-capacity information processors

who use cognitive shortcuts, or heuristics, to solve problems that arise in everyday

living. According to this research stream, people deliberately use less effortful

procedures when the judgment is relatively unimportant and motivation is low.

The more effortful procedures are reserved for occasions in which the stakes are

high (Gilovich and Griffin 2002).

The other set of dual process models, often referred to as “two systems2”

models, postulate the existence of two mental systems that operate in parallel

2 According to Kahneman & Frederick (2002), the term “system” is used as a label for a
collection of mental processes that are distinguished from others based on a set of distinctive
characteristics such as their speed, controllability and the contents on which they operate.
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(Gilovich & Griffin 2002). While labeled differently (e.g., Hogarth’s (2005) tacit

and deliberate systems, Epstin’s (1994) experiential and rational systems,

Hammond’s (1996) intuitive and analytical systems, Kahneman’s (2003) intuition

and reasoning, Stanovich and West’s (2000) System 1 and System 2), they

commonly suggest that the former system which renders quick, holistic judgments

is always in operation – not just when motivation is low and judgments are made

on the cheap3. The assessments made by this system are then supplemented and

sometimes overridden by the output of the latter system which is more deliberate,

serial, and rule-based. They do not postulate two different “routes” of information

processing that operate in an either-or fashion according to the motivation of the

information processor (Gilovich & Griffin 2002). In addition, compared to the

former group of the dual models of thoughts, these “two-system” models do not

imply an evaluative distinction, in which one thinking mode, generally rational

thinking, is viewed as more likely to produce accurate results, with experiential

thinking leading to biased response (Novak & Hoffman 2005; Smith & Decoster

2000).

There are many findings that provide compelling evidence of the existence

of a non-rational thinking mode that operates in parallel, rather than the either-or

fashion, with a rational thinking mode. For example, Kirkpatrick and Epstein

(1992) found that subjects readily made choices that, by their own account, were

3 To simplify the wide range terminology, Epstein’s experiential and rational thinking modes will
be used to refer to the two different systems. This is because, while there is considerable
agreement on the characteristics that distinguish the two types of cognitive processes (Kahneman
2003), Epstin and his colleagues “nicely illustrate the distinction between the two thinking modes
that characterize modern treatments of this topic” (Hogarth 2005).
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recognized as irrational. Moreover, subjects even paid for the privilege of acting

on these irrational choices. In addition, in one set of experiments by Epstein,

Lipson, Holstein, & Huh (1992), subjects were presented with imagery scenarios

and asked to indicate (1) how most people would react to the situations in the real

world, (2) how they themselves would react, and (3) how a rational person would

react. As a result, people predicted that they, unlike others, would behave

rationally in vignette descriptions of the situations. Yet, when subjects were

placed in a real-life situation, they responded even more irrationally than when

subjects estimated others would. Further, Bolton (2003) also found that non-

rational thinking had persistent effects on judgment despite subsequent rational

thinking, and further it led to “stickier priors” than rational thinking. Subjects who

imagined success of electric cars were more optimistic about the probability of

success over time than subjects who explained success. This optimism endured

despite a one-week delay and efforts to de-bias judgment with evenhanded

reasoning.

This pattern of results indicates that people clearly recognize that they can

reason according to different modes of thought and that these two modes can lead

to different answers. Further, it also indicates that, without people’s need to

present themselves as rational, they increasingly behave in a way that deviates

from the principles of the rational system (Epstein, Lipson, Holstein, & Huh

1992). Actually, in everyday life, we encounter many comments on the conflict

people experience between their rational understanding of the situation and their

desire to behave in intuitively compelling manner. Given the empirical evidence
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supporting the “two-system” models, the proposed study takes the position that

the experiential and rational thinking modes operate in parallel and compete with

each other to generate responses.

3.1.2 Characteristics of Rational versus Experiential Thinking Mode

The distinction between the experiential and the rational thinking modes

has been a topic of considerable interest and has been described by a wide range

of researchers (e.g., Epstein 1994; Hammond 1996; Kahneman 2003; Smith and

DeCoster 2000). While they are grounded in very different psychological research

traditions (Hogarth 2005), there is considerable agreement on the characteristics

that distinguish the two modes of cognitive processes (Kahneman 2003). Some

fundamental attributes that characterize the experiential and rational thinking

modes are contrasted in Table 3.1, which is extracted from Teglasi and Epstein

(1998).

Table 3.1: Characteristics of the Two Thinking Modes

Feature Experiential Thinking Mode Rational Thinking Mode
Perspective Holistic Analytic
Control Automatic, Effortless Intentional, Effortful

Orientation Affective: Pleasure-pain oriented
(What feels good)

Logical: Reason oriented (What
is sensible)

Structure of
knowledge Associationist connections Logical connections

Effect on
behavior

Behavior mediated by vibes from
past events

Behavior mediated by conscious
appraisal of events

Form
Encodes reality in concrete
images, metaphors, and
narratives: Subjective

Objective representation of
reality in abstract symbols:
words and numbers
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Productivity More rapid processing: oriented
toward immediate action

Slower processing: Oriented
toward delayed action

Adaptivity
Slower and more resistant to
change: changes wit
repetitive/intense experience

Changes more rapidly and
easily: changes with strength of
argument

Detail More crudely differentiated:
broad More highly differentiated

Coherence of
Output

More crudely integrated:
dissociative, emotional
complexes: context-specific
processing

More highly integrated: context-
general principles

Control
Experienced passively and
preconscious: we are seized by
emotion

Experienced actively and
consciously: we are in control of
our thoughts

Validity Self-evidently valid: experiencing
is believing

Requires justification via logic
and empirical evidence

Experiential thinking is generally thought of as a fast, automatic,

effortless, and associative process that is implicit and experienced passively with

the process opaque to the individual. Hence, it is not easy to introspect and,

therefore, difficult to control or modify. It is often emotionally charged. The

experiential system represents events primarily concretely and imagistically rather

than in abstract symbols, but is capable of high levels of generalization and

abstraction through the use of prototypes, metaphors, and narratives. The system

has a very long evolutionary history (Epstein 1994, 2003; Hogarth 2005;

Kahneman & Frederick 2002; Kirkpatrick & Epstein 1992; Sloman 1996; van

Riel, Ouwersloot, & Lemmink 2003).

Rational thinking, on the other hand, operates according to a person’s

understanding of conventionally established rules of logic and evidence.

Therefore, rational thinking is explicit, sequential, slower to implement but

quicker to change, and experienced actively with the individual being aware of
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the process and hence more likely to be consciously monitored and deliberately

controlled. The effects of emotions can be filtered out in rational thinking, which

makes the process more objective. The rational system operates primarily in the

medium of language and has a very brief evolutionary history (Epstein 1994,

2003; Hogarth 2005; Kahneman & Frederick 2002; Kirkpatrick & Epstein 1992;

Sloman 1996; van Riel, Ouwersloot, & Lemmink 2003).

Among the distinctions between the rational and experiential system, the

one that receives some agreement among many theorists is the ways in which

people encode information and reach judgment and decision making. Therefore,

with the focus on these two aspects, the distinctions between the experiential and

rational thinking modes will be discussed in more detail in the following section.

Information Encoding

The theoretical distinctions between the experiential and rational thinking

modes have been assumed to be analogous to the nonverbal/verbal distinctions in

thought by the researchers of the “two-system” models (Mitchell 1991). Although

certain types of problems might make this distinction invalid (e.g., analytic

geometry problems requiring visualization of various shapes and their interaction)

(Mitchell 1991), there is considerable agreement on the distinction between the

two modes of cognitive processes in terms of the way in which they encode

information. That is, while the rational system encodes information in abstract

symbols and operates in the medium of language, the experiential system is

primarily a nonverbal, imagistic system. The experiential system encodes
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information in the form of concrete exemplars, images, and narratives (Epstein &

Pacini 1999).

In this vein, many researchers noticed that the operating characteristics of

experiential thinking are similar to the features of perceptual processes (e.g.,

Hammond 1996; Kahneman 2003). Indeed, it has been said that Hammond’s

distinction between the two thinking modes was heavily influenced by the

distinction that Brunswik (1956) made between the covert process of perception

that depends on integrating and balancing many different correlated cues and the

explicit world of analytic or logical thought (Hogarth 2005). Also, Kahneman

(2003) asserted that the operations of experiential thinking occupy a position

between the automatic parallel operations of perception and the controlled serial

operations of rational thinking. While perception and experiential thinking

generates impressions of the attributes of objects, the operations of experiential

thinking are not restricted to the processing of current stimulation. That is, they

extend perception-like processing from current sensations to judgments of objects

that are not currently present, which include mental representations that are

evoked by language. However, it has been emphasized that the representations on

which intuitive judgments operate still retain some features of percepts: they are

concrete and specific, and they carry an affective charge (Kahneman & Frederick

2002).

Consequently, it has been asserted that experiential thinking is more

responsive to concrete than to abstract representations (Epstin & Pacini 1999;

Hogarth 2005; Pham 1998). According to “the concretive principle” proposed by
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Kirkpatrick and Epstein (1992), because people encode information in the

experiential system primarily in the form of concrete representations, they are

particularly responsive in the experiential thinking mode to perceptual

phenomena, such as figure-ground relationships. Also, they empirically showed

that, in the experiential thinking mode, people are unduly and consistently

influenced by absolute numbers than ratio because absolute numbers are more

concrete than ratios.

Also, Hogarth (2005) maintained that experiential thinking is more

responsive to holistic cues which are based on impressions of the whole rather

than unitary cues which are precise and independent of the other cues. The unitary

cue stands on its own and is the kind of cue that would be used as a variable in a

deliberative or analytical model of the process. The processing of unitary cues –

one at a time – and finding a way to aggregate them is the epitome of the

conscious, logically defensible step-by-step process of rational thinking

(Hammond 1996). On the other hand, the holistic cue that is approximate and

based on impression of the whole are processed speedily and without apparent

effort in the experiential thinking mode, which is often described as being

“holistic” because people in the experiential system consider the stimulus as a

whole (Hogarth 2005).

Judgment and Decision Making

The decision-maker in the rational system is generally thought of as

following a series of predetermined and communicable steps that transform the
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given external or internal information according to the rules of logic. Thus, the

process can be controlled and reproduced by the decision-maker and by any other

person accepting these rules of logic (van Riel, Ouwersloot, & Lemmink 2003).

Any discussion of the rules of logic adopted by the decision-maker in the rational

system is under the large shadow of the classical model of rational choice

(Gilovich & Griffin 2002). That is, the “rational actor” makes a decision by

assessing the probability of each possible outcome, discerning the utility to be

derived from each, and combining these two assessments.

However, at the same time, it has long been believed that the “rational

actor” can control rational processing in terms of its intensity (van Riel,

Ouwersloot, & Lemmink 2003). With the inherent processing limitations of the

human mind (Simon 1982), people may employ simplifying heuristics to cope

effectively with these limitations (Simon 1957). In this context, heuristics have

been described as the strategies that people use deliberately in order to simplify

judgment tasks that would otherwise be too difficult for a typical human mind to

solve (Gilovich and Griffin 2002).

On the other hand, judgment and decision making in the experiential

system has been believed to be mediated by “natural assessments” – some

attributes which are routinely and automatically registered by the perceptual and

experiential systems because they are evaluated as part of perception and

comprehension and therefore always accessible (Tversky and Kahneman 1983).

The list of natural assessments compiled by Kahneman and Frederick (2002)

includes physical properties such as size and distance, similarity, cognitive
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fluency in perception and memory, casual propensity, surprisingness, affective

valence, mood, and so on.

In this vein, Kahneman and his colleagues (2002, 2003) asserted that

judgment and decision making in the experiential system are made by the process

of “attribute substitution” in which an individual assesses a specified target

attribute of a judgment object by substituting another property of that object

which comes more readily to mind (i.e., natural assessment or heuristic attribute).

Further, they proposed that representativeness, accessibility, and affective valence

are the major general-purpose heuristic attributes that are automatically computed

and can serve as candidate answers to many different questions, and their

assertions have been supported by many empirical studies. For example, many

researchers have shown the influences of accessibility as the “routine evaluation

of cognitive fluency in perception and memory” (Kahneman 2003) on the

attitudinal and behavior judgments (e.g., Lee & Labroo 2004; Shapiro 1999).

Also, Slovic and his colleagues (1994; 2002) showed how a basic affective

reaction can be used as the heuristic attribute for a wide variety of evaluations

such as the perceived risk, benefit judgments of technologies, and probability

judgments.

In terms of the conditions under which the process of attribute substitution

controls judgment and decision making, it has been empirically shown that the

affective heuristic – also called the “How-do-I-feel-about-it” heuristic (Schwarz

and Clore 1988) – tends to involve more concrete and perceptually rich

representations than rational thinking, which tends to involve more abstract
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representations (Strack 1992). Further, Kahneman and Frederick (2002) specified

the conditions under which attribute substitution occurs: 1) the target attribute is

relatively inaccessible; 2) a semantically and associatively related attribute is

highly accessible; 3) the substitution of the heuristic attribute is not rejected by

the critical operation of the rational system.

As previously described, the advocates of the “two-system” models

assume that the experiential and rational thinking modes are active concurrently

and compete for the control of overt responses (Epstein 1994; Epstein 2003;

Hammond 1996; Kahneman and Frederick 2002; Sloman 1996). The experiential

system quickly proposes intuitive answers to judgment problems as they arise and

the rational system monitors the quality of these proposals, which it may endorse,

correct, or override (Gilbert 2002). Kahneman and Frederick (2002) suggested

that the monitoring is normally quite lax and allows many intuitive judgments to

be expressed, including some that are erroneous. People are not accustomed to

thinking hard and are often content to trust a plausible judgment that quickly

comes to mind.

Further, Hammond’s Cognitive Continuum Theory argued that people’s

cognitive activity can be ordered in relation to one another on a continuum that is

identified by experiential thinking at one pole and rational thinking at the other

(Hammond 1996). That is, people can exhibit a range of cognitive processes that

mix different levels of the experiential and rational thinking modes, and most

judgments and decisions involve compromises between different thinking modes

(Hogarth 2005).
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3.2 FACTORS AFFECTING THINKING MODE

3.2.1 Person-based versus Task-based Approach

The experiential and rational thinking modes normally engage in seamless,

integrated interaction. But, the dominance of one over the other on conscious

thought and behavior can vary (MacInnis and Price 1982). The degree of relative

dominance of either thinking mode in a particular situation has been believed to

be determined by various parameters. Hogarth (2005) stressed that there could be

three factors that affect the relative dominance of either thinking mode. First, the

state of the organism can play an important role when it encounters a task, which

Hogarth called the effects of field or set. Second, the nature of the task at hand

may favor the use of either experiential or rational thinking. And, third, because

the experiential and rational systems differ in the kind of information they

typically use, the type of cues and information available may influence the

relative dominance of either thinking mode (Hogarth 2005). However, the type of

cues and information available is another property of the task. Therefore, it is

reasonable to separately discuss the person-based and task-based factors that

might influence the relative dominance of one thinking mode over the other.

Thinking Mode as a Personal Trait

Among the person-based factors which may influence thinking mode,

individual preference for using one system over another has been the focus of

much research. It has been viewed as a personal trait (e.g., Epstein 1998;
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Labarbera, Weingard, & Yorkston 1998), and many researchers have validated an

individual’s dispositional tendency to adopt either the experiential or the rational

thinking mode through developing instruments to measure it (e.g., Childers,

Houston, and Heckler 1985; Epstein, Pancini, Denes-Raj, & Heier 1996; Pancini

& Epstein 1999). For example, the Rational-Experiential Inventory (REI),

developed by Epstein and his colleagues (Epstein, Pancini, Denes-Raj, and Heiser

1996), is such an instrument and has been in continuous development (e.g.,

Pancini and Epstein 1999; Norris and Epstein 2003) (Novak and Hoffman 2005).

The first version of the REI was a 31-item inventory consisting of two scales,

Need for Cognition (19 items, adapted from Cacioppo and Petty 1982) and Faith

in Intuition (12 items). It followed the second, methodologically improved,

version, which is a 40-item inventory with two 20-item scales for Experientiality

and Rationality (Pancini and Epstein 1999).

In addition to demonstrating reliable individual differences in the degree

to which people characteristically think in one mode or the other, it has also been

of interest to use these individual personal characteristics in understanding why

some individuals differ in their responses to different kinds of communication.

For example, appeals to emotions and personal experience, and the use of

concrete examples could be more effective for individuals who process

information primarily in an experiential mode, whereas the use of factual appeals

or logical arguments could be more effective for individuals who process

information primarily in a rational mode (Epstein, Pacini, Denes-Raj, & Heir

1996). Some evidence suggests that this may be the case.
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Labarbera and her colleagues showed that “sensors who have a need for

hard objective facts coupled with a strong attention to detail” and “intuitives who

focus upon possibilities rather than objective facts and perceive objects as they

might be and as they are in totality as gestalt” (Labarbera, Weingard, and

Yorkston 1998, p. 30) are more responsive to advertising copy and visuals

that are consistent with their personality-type processing styles (1997Labarbera,

Weingard, and Yorkston 1998; Yorkston and Labarbera). In addition, Cacioppo,

Petty, and their associates have shown that attitudes of high need for cognition

individuals are based more on the evaluation of product attributes than are those

of low need for cognition persons. Further, it has been found that the scores on the

Need for cognition scale are related to heuristic processing associated with

impression formation (Cacioppo & Petty 1982; Haugtvedt, Petty, Cacioppo, &

Steidley 1988; Haugtvedt, Petty, & Cacioppo 1992; Petty).

Task-specific Thinking Mode

While some researchers treat these thinking modes as a personal trait, a

considerable body of research has shown that the nature of the task can influence

the degree to which the rational or experiential thinking mode is adopted for the

task (e.g., Epstein et al. 1999; Epstein et al. 1992; Hammond 1996; Hogarth 2001;

Strack 1992). Further, with the development of an instrument for measuring the

task-specific thinking mode, Novak & Hoffman (2005) investigated the relative

impact of the individual’s disposition to experiential or rational thinking versus

the nature of the task on a task-specific thinking mode. They empirically found
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that the nature of the task is a better predictor of situational thinking mode in the

context of specific tasks than dispositional tendencies.

In a similar vein, Hammond, Hamm, Grassia, and Pearson (1987)

introduced and made operational the concept of a task continuum, which captures

the idea that tasks can be arranged on a continuum that reflects the extent to

which they are likely to induce experiential thought, at one extreme, to rational

thought, at the other. Further, they suggested that the “surface” and “depth”

characteristics of a task should be differentiated. According to them, whereas

surface refers to the “overt display of the task variables to the subject,” depth

refers to the “covert relationships among variables within the task” such as

relationships between cues and a judgment criterion (Hammond et al. 1987,

p.756).

Related to the “surface” characteristics of a task, Hogarth (2001) proposed

a visualization hypothesis whereby tasks are more likely to be processed in the

experiential thinking mode when their form promotes visual reasoning. In

addition, work in advertising and psychology has suggested that the manner in

which information is presented may play an important role in encouraging either

of the two thinking modes (Burke and Edell 1989; Childers, Heckler, and Houston

1986; Edell and Staelin 1983; McGill and Anand 1989a, 1989b; Mitchell and

Olson 1981; Rossiter and Percy 1978; Unnava and Brunkrant 1991). That is, the

information presentation formats involving vivid and concrete materials, specific

images, narratives, or metaphors provide better cues for the experiential thinking

mode, while those involving abstract and symbolically represented numeric or
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textual stimuli provide better cues for the rational thinking mode (Epstein 1994;

Kahenman and Frederick 2002; Smith and DeCoster 2000).

Compared to the surface characteristics of a task, there has been less

research attention devoted to investigating how the “depth” characteristics of a

task impact thinking mode. According to Hammond (1996), however,

“characteristics of the judgment task that induce cognition to move away from its

analytical form toward the intuitive pole of the continuum include: (1) the

presence of a large number of cues of limited validity; (2) the need to define,

label, and measure the cue values oneself, and (3) the absence of a familiar,

readily applied, explicit principle for organizing information into a judgment” (p.

163). For example, for expert highway engineers, Hammond et al. (1987) selected

judgments of highway aesthetics as a task inducing experiential thinking because

no known algorithm exists for organizing the cues used to judge the aesthetic

value of highways; and no delimited specification of which cues are relevant;

indeed, no indication exists of how aesthetics-related information (whatever it

may be) should be used. In sum, the degree of uncertainty which stems from the

lack of quality information and the lack of principles about causal relationships

between variables in a task may be an important task condition which influences

the dominance of one thinking mode over the other.

In a similar vein, Oliver, Robertson, and Mitchell (1993) suggested that

the mode of thinking may depend on the perceived product novelty, and

empirically found that the influence of experiential thinking is greater on the

adoption decision of an innovation product than that from analytical thinking.
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When consumers are considering and evaluating an innovative product, they do

not have adequate stored knowledge structures and hence experience some

difficulty in determining the consequences of product use and their implications.

In this case, experiential thinking which includes use of pre-consumption imagery

may be quite salient because it is a holistic process and does not require analytic

processes, such as making attribute trade-offs or pairwise comparison between

alternatives, which might occur for established products. Similarly, Cox and

Locander (1987) discovered that attitude formation processes differ for novel

products. In particular, attitudes for novel products may depend more heavily on

consumers’ affective reactions to the advertisement than on brand or product-

related beliefs.

3.2.2 Uncertainty and Product Type

The relative use of the respective thinking mode appears to be highly

contingent upon and predictable from the nature of the task to which an individual

is exposed. The characteristics of the task can, through their variation, affect the

need for various thinking approaches (van Riel et al. 2003). In the previous text,

among them, the degree of uncertainty caused by the characteristics of

information available in a task has been identified as one potential task condition

which may influence the dominance of either thinking mode, but has not received

enough research attention.

Savage (1954) laid down the paradigm of decision under uncertainty as

commonly used today: A decision maker determines his preference relation over
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acts, and the result of each act is a consequence (Wakker 2000). Therefore,

“rational choice involves two kinds of guesses: guesses about future consequences

of current actions (i.e., what will happen in the future as a result of our actions)

and guesses about future preferences for those consequences (i.e., how we shall

evaluate what will happen)” (March 1978, p.589).

The consequences of a decision are normally experienced some time after

the decision is made. Hence, rational decision making involves guesses about

future consequences of current actions and people need to guess what will happen

in the future as a result of their current actions (March 1978). Depending on the

characteristics of information available in a task, people can be quite confident or

not in giving a unique value to the consequence that will occur as a result of an

action.

Compared to guesses about future consequences of current actions in

decision making, guesses about future preferences for those consequences has

been less considered (March 1978). This is because the traditional approach to

decision theory assumes that actions are valued entirely by their consequences

(Hammond 1997). However, the preference between any pair of consequences

may be dependent on the state in which they both occur (Karni 1993). When the

experience of the consequences of a decision is relatively immediate, guesses

about preferences for those consequences may not be difficult because the

decision maker is quite certain which state of nature will be a true and prevailing

one. However, when the experience of the consequences is delayed or protracted,

predictions of future preferences for those consequences become quite
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complicated, even with quite valid information and principles for organizing

information to link future consequences to actions. This is because the decision

maker does not have enough information about which state of nature will be true

and prevailing to be certain about their preferences.

Similarly, when consumers are evaluating a product, they need to perform

two general tasks: (i) determine the consequences of product use and (ii) evaluate

how valuable these consequences will be to themselves under the expected

consumption state. They are parallel to two kinds of guesses specified above and

decisions are difficult whenever either kind of uncertainty is present (Payne and

Bettman 1992). In performing each of these two tasks, the degree of uncertainty

which consumers perceive may depend on product type because the validity of

available information may differ according to product type. According to the

degree of uncertainty associated with the first task (i.e., determine the

consequences of product use), experience products may be distinguished from

search products. On the other hand, the distinction between immediate

consumption products and delayed consumption products may be made based on

the degree of uncertainty associated with the second task (i.e., evaluate the

expected consequences of product use).

Experience versus Search Product

Nelson (1970, 1974) demonstrated that products can be classified as to

whether they predominantly consist of search attributes (i.e., search product) or
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experience attributes (i.e., experience product)4. Search products are goods or

services for which the most essential attributes can be readily sought out and

assessed prior to purchase. Valid information can be gained from secondhand

sources such as advertising, without having to buy or try the product. Examples of

search products include clothing, jewelry, furniture, housewares such as china,

cutlery, and bed sheets, and toys (Franke, Huhmann, and Mothersbaugh 2004).

On the other hand, an experience product is high in experience attributes which

cannot be verified with advertisers’ claims because they are actually a matter of

individual sensory perception (Wright and Lynch 1995). Therefore, as to

experience products, consumers may be left with uncertainty until they discover

and evaluate the values on these attributes by actually trying and using the

product (Nelson 1970, 1974).

Further, Nelson (1970, 1974) distinguished between types of experience

products based on their purchase frequency. Extending Nelson’s classification,

Frank Huhmann, and Mothersbaugh (2004) distinguished experience shopping

products from experience convenience products. The former tends to be “more

expensive, durable, selectively distributed, prone to significant service or repair

costs, and evaluated in depth before purchase”, whereas the latter tends to be

“inexpensive, widely available, purchased with little effort, and consumed in a

short time” (Frank Huhmann, and Mothersbaugh 2004, p.22). The motivation for

this secondary distinction is from the fact that more frequent purchases result in

4 While Darby and Karni (1973) distinguished credence products from search and experience
products, past research suggested that there may not be large differences in responses to
advertising claims between experience and credence products (Ford, Smith, and Swasy 1990;
Franke, Huhmann, and Mothersbaugh 2004). Therefore, this study does not include credence
products as a separate product type.
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the gradual move from experience products toward search products (Liebermann

& Flint-Goor 1996). Examples of experience convenience products include foods,

drugs, tobacco products, and soaps, whereas those of experience shopping

products include appliances, vehicles, and paints (Franke, Huhmann, and

Mothersbaugh 2004).

Wright and Lynch (1995) noticed that little has been investigated about

the psychological mechanisms that differentiate search from experience products.

They argued that, for search products, consumers believe that before product use,

they possesses a subjectively reliable inferential rule that links an observable

aspect of the product with a desired attribute, benefit, or outcome. In contrast, for

experience products, the consumer perceives a far less reliable link between the

information available before use and the benefits or outcomes experienced later.

That is, in the case of experience products, with the inherently limited validity of

information available, consumers may experience difficulties in anticipating the

consequences of the product use.

The differences in the pre-purchase verifiability of advertising claims

across product types may lead to differences in communication effects of

advertising. Ford, Smith, and Swasy (1990) empirically found that consumers are

more skeptical of experience than search attribute claims. Consumers feel that

advertising claims about search attributes are reasonably reliable before actual use

of the product. In a related manner, Franke, Huhmann, and Mothersbaugh (2004)

found that the amount of information or number of product facts in an ad

increases readership of ads on average only for search products and actually
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reduces readership of ads for experience convenience products. Further, Wright

and Lynch (1995) suggested that, contrary to accepted views in marketing and

psychology, direct experience is not generally superior to advertising for

communicating product information. Instead, they found that advertising is

superior in communicating search attributes than direct advertising but vice versa

in communicating experience attributes.

In addition, it has been suggested that, when attribute information is not

readily available or does not lead to confident judgments, consumers may use

marketing signals such as price and brand name to a great extent to judge quality

dimensions (Brucks, Zeithalml, and Naylor 2000). Empirically, researchers found

that consumers more frequently use price or brand name when evaluating

experience attributes or products than search attributes or products (e.g., Brucks,

Zeithaml, and Naylor 2000; Zeithaml 1981; Lichtenstein and Burton 1989).

Delayed versus Immediate Consumption Product

For most products, there is a relatively short time interval between

purchase and consumption. However, in some cases, consumers experience a

relatively long delay between choosing a product and consuming that product. A

delay between purchase and consumption may be inherent in the characteristics of

product such as in the case of financial investment products with delayed returns.

However, a delay between purchase and consumption may be sometimes caused

by marketing strategies such as advance selling.
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Whether a delay between purchase and consumption stems from inherent

product characteristics or marketing strategies, it involves tradeoffs among costs

and benefits occurring at different times – intertemporal choices (Frederick,

Loewentstein, & O’Donoghue 2002). For example, choosing a delayed large

reward such as using frequency programs instead of an immediate small reward

such as small price discount, or buying financial investment products with

relatively delayed returns instead of spending money elsewhere involves choices

among alternatives whose outcomes occur at different points in time (Payne &

Bettman 1992).

Related to the delay between purchase and consumption, most mainstream

research has consistently assumed that people tend to discount the expected utility

of delayed consumption and care less about a future consequence (Ebert 2004;

Frederick et al. 2002). While the psychological processes underlying “time

discounting” is less well understood, it has been suggested that it may be

explained by people’s perception of the future as remote, pallid, and uncertain

relative to a more vivid and predictable near future (Frederick et al. 2002). In fact,

empirical evidence suggested that introducing uncertainty to both current and

future rewards can dramatically affect estimated discount rates (Keren and

Roelofsma 1995). In their experiments, while 82 percent preferred the smaller

immediate reward instead of greater delayed reward when both rewards were

certain, only 39 percent preferred the smaller immediate reward when both

rewards were uncertain.
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People are often uncertain about their future consumption states on which

their preference for a product may depend. Their future consumption state may be

changed by unforeseen opportunities (e.g., personal developments), unforeseen

conflict (e.g., crises, illnesses) and so on (Shugan and Xie 2005). Caplin and

Leahy (2001) pointed out that many anticipatory emotions such as anxiety or

suspense are driven by uncertainty about the future and should be incorporated

into the model explaining time inconsistency of individual preferences. That is, as

time passes, so do anticipatory emotions, and preferences may change as a result.

In addition, they noticed that, as one kind of anticipatory emotions, anxiety may

respond more directly to possibilities than to probabilities so that people may

appear to overreact to future events with small probability. Loewenstein (1987)

suggested that, while near-term consumption delivers only consumption utility,

future consumption delivers both consumption utility and anticipatory utility (i.e.,

utility from anticipation).

In a related vein, it has been suggested that variations in intertemporal

choice behavior may be attributed to differences in people’s ability to imagine the

future and to differences in situations that promote or inhibit such mental images

(Frederick, Loewenstein, and O’Donoghue 200). That is, a vivid presentation may

make delayed consumption appear to be temporally closer than they actually are.

In other words, it shrinks the perceived temporal distance. A vivid presentation

thus, should lead to less discounting. Similarly, economists Becker (1996) and

Becker and Mulligan (1997) argue that discount rates are influenced by the degree

to which people can imagine the future vividly.
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3.3 RESEARCH HYPOTHESES

Prior research has shown that consumers’ attitudinal judgments are

influenced by imagery-evoking advertising tactics only if consumers devote a

great share of their attention to and elaborate on vividly presented information

(Kisielius and Sternthal 1984, 1986; McGill and Anand 1989b; Taylor and

Thompson 1982; Shedler and Manis 1986). However, the factors which may

influence this process have not yet received much research attention. Instead,

researchers manipulated the amount of attention and the level of elaboration by

giving subjects explicit instructions (e.g., McGill and Anand 1989b) or

introducing distractors that decrease the amount of cognitive resources that

subjects can allocate to a message (e.g., Taylor and Wood 1983; Shedler and

Manis 1986).

Past research has shown that consumers’ thinking mode may influence the

way in which they respond to vividly presented information and to reach

judgments (e.g., Epstein and Pacini 1999; Hogarth 2005; Kahneman and

Frederick 2002). This study proposes that consumers’ thinking mode (i.e.,

experiential vs. rational thinking mode) should be considered as a key condition

which may influence the effectiveness of imagery-evoking advertising tactics.

Since product type is assumed to influence consumers’ thinking mode as adopted

in the stage of pre-purchase product evaluation, the goal of this study then is to

empirically investigate the role of product type in the effectiveness of imagery-

evoking advertising tactics in producing favorable attitudinal responses.
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Specifically, this study proposes that product type may moderate the

effects of imagery-evoking advertising tactics such as concrete pictures of product

use, concrete verbal descriptions of products, and instructions to imagine in an ad

message on consumers’ attitudinal responses such as attitude toward the ad (Aad)

and attitude toward the brand (Ab). Past research has shown that mental imagery

mediates the effectiveness of imagery-evoking advertising tactics in producing

favorable attitudinal judgments (e.g., Babin and Burns 1997; Burns, Biswas, and

Babin 1993). Consequently, this study proposes that product type moderates the

effects of imagery-evoking advertising tactics on Aad and Ab, (i) by influencing the

effectiveness of imagery-evoking advertising tactics in producing ad-evoked

mental imagery and (ii) by differentiating the effects of ad-evoked mental

imagery on Aad and Ab. This framework is summarized in <Figure 3.1>.
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Figure 3.1: Research framework for the effects of product type on the
effectiveness of imagery-evoking advertising tactics

Imagery-evoking
Advertising Tactics
(Concrete pictures,

Concrete verbal product
descriptions, Instructions

to imagine in an ad
message)

Attitudinal
Judgments

(Aad, Ab)

Mental Imagery

Task-specific Thinking Mode
(Experiential vs. Rational)

Product Type
(Experience vs. Search,

Delayed vs. Immediate Consumption)

H1a, H1b, H1c, H1d,

H2a, H2b, H2c,
H2d, H2e, H2f

H3a, H3b
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3.3.1 Product Type as an Antecedent of Consumers’ Thinking Mode

According to the “two-system” models of thoughts, the experiential and

rational thinking modes operate in parallel and engage in seamless interaction.

However, at the same time, it is also believed that these two thinking modes

compete with each other to generate responses (Epstein 1994, 2003; Kahneman &

Frederick 2002; Sloman 1996). While some researchers treat the relative

dominance of one thinking mode over the other as a personal trait (e.g., Childers

et al. 1985; Epstein et al. 1996), a considerable body of research has shown that

the characteristics of information available in a task can influence the relative

dominance of one thinking mode over the other (e.g., Hammond et al. 1987;

Hammond 1996; Novak & Hoffman 2005; van Riel et al. 2003). Especially, past

research suggests that the relative dominance of one thinking mode over the other

may be influenced by the degree of uncertainty which stems from the presence of

a large number of cues with limited validity, the need to define, label, and

measure the cue values oneself, and the lack of principles for organizing

information into a judgment (Hammond 1996).

When consumers are evaluating a product, they need to perform two

general tasks; i) determine the consequences of product use and: ii) evaluate how

valuable these consequences will be to themselves under the expected

consumption state (March 1978, Payne & Bettman 1992). In performing each of

these two tasks, the degree of uncertainty which consumers perceive may depend

on product type because the validity of available information may differ

according to product type.
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Related to the first task identified above, when consumers are evaluating

search products for which the most essential attributes can be readily sought out

and assessed prior to purchase (Nelson 1970, 1974), they are able to link between

product information obtained from sources such as advertising and the

consequences of product use (Wright & Lynch 1995). However, for experience

products for which the most essential attributes cannot be verified with

advertisers’ claims because they are a matter of individual sensory perception

(Wright & Lynch 1995), consumers may encounter difficulties in anticipating the

consequences of product use and are left with uncertainty until they actually

purchase and use the product (Nelson 1970, 1974).

Related to the second task identified above, when the product is consumed

immediately or in the relatively near future, the evaluation about the expected

consequences of product use may not be difficult because consumers are certain

about what the expected consumption state will be like. However, when there is a

considerably long delay between product purchase and the experience of its

consequences, the evaluation about the expected consequences of product use

may be difficult because consumers are uncertain about what the future

consumption state will be like. The future consumption state may be changed by

unforeseen opportunities or conflicts (Shugan and Xie 2005). In a similar vein,

many researchers point out that anticipatory emotions such as anxiety or suspense

are driven by uncertainty about the future and should be incorporated into the

model of decision-making under uncertainty (e.g., Caplin and Leahy 2001;

Loewenstein 1987).
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Therefore, when consumers are evaluating an experience product or a

delayed consumption product, they may have difficulty in determining the

consequences of product use or in evaluating those consequences even though

they are certain about the consequences of product use. Hence, when they are

evaluating experience or delayed consumption products, consumers may be more

likely to adopt the experiential thinking mode, which includes the use of pre-

consumption imagery and does not require analytic processes, than when

consumers are evaluating search or immediate consumption products. On the

other hand, when consumers are evaluating search or immediate consumption

products, they have valid information about the consequences of product use or

what the consumption state will be like. Therefore, consumers may be more likely

to adopt the rational thinking mode which operates according to their

understanding of conventionally established rules of logic.

Even though, based on past research, experience and delayed consumption

products may be distinguished from search and immediate consumption products

according to uncertainty associated with their evaluation, their effects on

consumers’ adoption of thinking mode have never been empirically confirmed.

Hence, the first set of hypotheses to be empirically investigated in this research is

as follows:

H1a: When evaluating an experience product, consumers are more likely to

adopt an experiential thinking mode than when they evaluate a search

product.
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H1b: When evaluating a delayed consumption product, consumers are more

likely to adopt an experiential thinking mode than when they evaluate an

immediate consumption product.

H1c: When evaluating a search product, consumers are more likely to adopt a

rational thinking mode than when they evaluate an experience product.

H1d: When evaluating an immediate consumption product, consumers are

more likely to adopt a rational thinking mode than when they evaluate a

delayed consumption product.

3.3.2 Product Type as a Moderator of the Effects of Imagery-Evoking Tactics
on Imagery

In the experiential thinking mode, consumers are assumed to represent

events primarily concretely and imagistically rather than in abstract symbols.

Therefore, it has been asserted that, in the experiential thinking mode, consumers

are more responsive to concrete than to abstract contents (Epstein 1999; Hogarth

2005; Pham 1998). Likewise, they are more responsive to holistic cues which are

based on impressions of the whole than to unitary cues which are precise and

independent of the other cues (Hogarth 2005). Hence, when consumers evaluate

experience or delayed consumption products (the experience and delayed

consumption product groups), they are likely to be responsive to concrete pictures

or concrete verbal product descriptions in an ad message, resulting in an increase

in the degree of ad-evoked mental imagery. These kinds of imagery-evoking
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advertising tactics provide materials that are processed speedily and without

apparent effort in the experiential system.

However, another kind of imagery-evoking advertising tactics, embedding

instructions to imagine within an ad message, does not by itself provide materials

which consumers can easily process using imagery. In this case, in order for

imagery to occur, the individual must be supplied with information in the

communication about what is supposed to be imagined (Miller & Marks 1997).

Therefore, without sufficient familiarity with the product, with experience or

delayed consumption products, the degree of ad-evoked mental imagery is likely

to be unaffected by embedding instructions to imagine within an ad message.

Hence, the following set of hypotheses related to the effects of imagery-evoking

advertising tactics on the degree of ad-evoked mental imagery in the experience

and delayed consumption product groups will be empirically investigated in this

study:

H2a: For individuals in the experience and delayed consumption product

groups, their degree of ad-evoked mental imagery will be higher when

given a concrete picture in an ad than when given an abstract picture in

an ad.

H2b: For individuals in the experience and delayed consumption product

groups, their degree of ad-evoked mental imagery will be higher when

given concrete verbal product descriptions in an ad than when given

abstract verbal product descriptions in an ad.
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H2c: For individuals in the experience and delayed consumption product

groups, there will be no difference in their degree of ad-evoked mental

imagery whether instructions to imagine in an ad are embedded or not.

On the other hand, in the rational thinking mode, consumers are assumed

to process information in the medium of language, following logically defensible

step-by-step process of rational thinking. Therefore, it has been asserted that, in

the rational thinking mode, consumers are responsive to abstract contents (Epstein

1999; Hogarth 2005; Pham 1998), and to unitary cues which are used as a

variable in a deliberative or analytical model of the process (Hogarth 2005).

Hence, when consumers evaluate search or immediate consumption products (the

search and immediate consumption product groups), they are not likely to attend

to and elaborate on concrete contents, or follow instructions to imagine embedded

in an ad message. Therefore, for individuals in the search and immediate

consumption product groups, it is likely that there will be no difference in their

degree of ad-evoked mental imagery whether imagery-evoking advertising tactics

are used or not.

H2d: For individuals in the search and immediate consumption product

groups, there will be no difference in their degree of ad-evoked mental

imagery between when given a concrete picture in an ad and when given

an abstract picture.
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H2e: For individuals in the search and immediate consumption product

groups, there will be no difference in their degree of ad-evoked mental

imagery between when given concrete verbal product descriptions in an

ad and when given abstract verbal product descriptions in an ad.

H2f: For individuals in the search and immediate consumption product

groups, there will be no difference in their degree of ad-evoked mental

imagery whether instructions to imagine in an ad are embedded or not.

3.3.3 Product Type as a Moderator of the Effects of Ad-evoked Imagery on
Judgments

Another question to be addressed in this research is whether, depending on

the product type under evaluation, there are differential effects of ad-evoked

mental imagery on Aad and Ab. Even when a consumer is motivated to think

analytically, s/he may be engaged in imagery processing given the exposure to

imagery-evoking advertising stimuli, which may influence his or her attitudinal

responses. However, this study contends that the effects of ad-evoked mental

imagery on consumers’ attitudinal judgments may be stronger when consumers

evaluate experience or delayed consumption products than when they evaluate

search or immediate consumption products. This is because, when the experiential

thinking mode is dominant, it is less likely that intuitive answers to judgment

problems proposed by the experiential system are monitored, corrected, or

overridden by the rational system (Kahneman and Frederick 2002).
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It has been asserted that, in the experiential thinking mode, a judgment is

made by the process of “attribute substitution” in which consumers assess a

specified target attribute of a judgment object by substituting another property of

that object that comes more readily to mind (Kahneman 2003; Kahneman and

Frederick 2002). This property of a judgment object serves as candidate answers

to many different questions and has been referred to as “heuristic attribute.” It has

been empirically showed that accessibility in memory and affective response are

the major general-purpose heuristic attributes (Kahneman 2003; Lee and Labroo

2004; Shapiro 1999; Slovic, Finucane, Peters, and Gregor 2002).

In fact, a review of past research reveals that the explanations for the

effects of mental imagery on consumers’ attitudinal judgments have been based

on consumers’ use of heuristic attributes in making a judgment. According to

those explanations, mental imagery has its effects when attitudinal judgments are

made by information that is most available in memory at the time of judgment

(Tversky and Kahneman 1973; Nisbett and Ross 1980) or when consumers assess

an alternative’s desirability based on the affective response to imagined scenes or

activities associated with that alternative (Keller and McGill 1994; Shiv and

Huber 2000; Slovic et al. 2002). Under these conditions, the increased availability

of information in memory due to imagery processing (Kisielius and Sternthal

1986; Nisbett and Ross 1980; Paivio 1986; Tversky and Kahneman 1973) and

affective response to imaged scene may influence attitudinal responses.

While the valence of imaginal information available in memory and

affective response to imagining may be positive, neutral, or negative, previous
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research has shown that a “positive bias” is associated with imagery processing

(Anand and McGill 1994; MacInnis andPrice 1987; Suler and Katkin 1988).

People are more inclined to fantasize about positive than negative outcomes.

Therefore, researchers have noted that imagery processing is likely to pertain to

pleasant emotional or affective elements of the stimulus (e.g., Bone and Ellen

1992; MacInnis and Price 1987). Since, given the general positive nature of most

ads, visualized experience induced in the context of advertising would be mainly

positive, it has been believed that consumer imagery stimulated by an ad would

enhance the favorableness of Aad and Ab (Babin and Burns 1997). Given this

positive nature of mental imagery in the context of advertising and consumers’

use of heuristic attributes in making a judgment in the experiential thinking mode,

it seems that, when consumers evaluate experience and delayed consumption

products, ad-evoked mental imagery may enhance the favorableness of Aad and Ab. 

In contrast, in the rational thinking mode, consumers follow a series of

predetermined and communicable steps that transform the given external or

internal information according to their understanding of conventionally

established rules of logic (Epstein 1994; Kahneman and Frederick 2002;

Hammond 1996), while compromising between the desire to make an accurate

decision and the desire to minimize cognitive effort (Bettman, Luce, and Payne

1998). In addition, according to Epstein and Pacini (2000), visualized experience

is similar to real experience in people’s experiential system but not in their

rational system. The rational system monitors, corrects, or overrides intuitive

answers to judgment problems which the experiential system quickly proposes
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(Epstein 1994; Hammond 1996; Kahneman and Frederick 2003; Sloman 1996).

Therefore, when consumers evaluate search or immediate consumption products,

ad-evoked mental imagery is not likely to enhance the favorableness of Aab and

Ab. The following hypotheses pertain to these propositions:

H3a: For individuals in the experience and delayed consumption product

groups, ad-evoked mental imagery will be positively related with Aab and

Ab.

H3b: For individuals in the search and immediate consumption product

groups, ad-evoked mental imagery will not be related with Aab and Ab.

3.3.4 Product Type as a Moderator of the Effects of Imagery-evoking Tactics
on Judgments

In summary, it is proposed that, among imagery-evoking advertising

tactics, concrete pictures and concrete verbal product descriptions embedded in an

ad will enhance the favorableness of Aad and Ab when consumers evaluate

experience or delayed consumption products, but will not have such effects when

consumers evaluate search or immediate consumption products. This is because,

when consumers evaluate experience or delayed consumption products, they are

assumed to be in the experiential thinking mode. When they are in the experiential

thinking mode, they are likely to respond to concrete contents in an ad, and the

resulting mental imagery is likely to influence attitudinal judgments. However,

when consumers are in the rational thinking mode, they are not likely to respond
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to imagery-evoking advertising tactics. Moreover, even when mental imagery is

induced, it is not likely to influence their attitudinal judgments in the rational

thinking mode.

On the other hand, among imagery-evoking advertising tactics,

instructions to imagine embedded in an ad message does not by itself provide

concrete materials that consumers can easily process using imagery. Therefore,

whether consumers are in the experiential or rational thinking mode, instructions

to imagine are not likely to influence Aad and Ab because they are not likely to

elicit mental imagery. The following hypotheses are proposed to test these

propositions.

H4a: For individuals in the experience and delayed consumption product

groups, Aad and Ab will be more favorable when given a concrete picture

in an ad than when given an abstract picture in an ad.

H4b: For individuals in the experience and delayed consumption product

groups, Aad and Ab will be more favorable when given concrete verbal

product descriptions in an ad than when given abstract verbal product

descriptions in an ad.

H4c: For individuals in the experience and delayed consumption product

groups, there will be no difference in Aad and Ab whether instructions to

imagine in an ad are embedded or not.
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H4d: For individuals in the search and immediate consumption product

groups, there will be no difference in Aad and Ab between when given a

concrete picture in an ad and when given an abstract picture in an ad.

H4e: For individuals in the search and immediate consumption product

groups, there will be no difference in Aad and Ab between when given

concrete verbal product descriptions in an ad and when given abstract

verbal product descriptions in an ad.

H4f: For individuals in the search and immediate consumption product

groups, there will be no difference in Aad and Ab whether instructions to

imagine in an ad are embedded or not
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Table 3.2: Summary of Hypotheses

D.V. H Condition Prediction

H1a Experience product > Search product
Experiential

thinking H1b

Delayed consumption product >
Immediate consumption product

H1c Experience product < Search product
Rational
thinking

H1d 
Delayed consumption product <
Immediate consumption product

H2a Concrete picture > Abstract picture
H2b Concrete descriptions > Abstract descriptions

H2c

For the
experience and

delayed W/ instructions to imagine
= W/O instructions to imagine

H2d Concrete picture = Abstract picture
H2e Concrete descriptions = Abstract descriptions

Ad-evoked
Mental
Imagery

H2f

For the search
and immediate W/ instructions to imagine

= W/O instructions to imagine

H3a

For the
experience and

delayed

Positive relationship with ad-evoked mental
imageryAad, Ab

H3b

For the search
and immediate

No relationship with ad-evoked mental
imagery

H4a Concrete picture > Abstract picture
H4b Concrete descriptions > Abstract descriptions

H4c

For the
experience and

delayed W/ instructions to imagine
= W/O instructions to imagine

H4d Concrete picture = Abstract picture
H4e Concrete descriptions = Abstract descriptions

Aad, Ab

H4f

For the search
and immediate W/ instructions to imagine

= W/O instructions to imagine
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Chapter IV: Methodology

To empirically test the proposed hypotheses, a 4 x 2 factorial between-

subjects experimental design was employed. One experimental factor was the

imagery-evoking advertising tactic (no tactic used vs. concrete picture vs.

concrete verbal descriptions vs. instructions to imagine), and the other was

product type (search vs. experience product, or immediate vs. delayed

consumption product). The study design is presented in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Study Design

Search Experience

Abstract descriptions, Abstract picture Control group Control group

Concrete descriptions, Abstract picture
Abstract descriptions, Concrete picture
Abstract descriptions, Abstract picture, Instructions to
imagine

Immediate
Consumption

Delayed
Consumption

Abstract descriptions, Abstract picture Control group Control group

Concrete descriptions, Abstract picture
Abstract descriptions, Concrete picture
Abstract descriptions, Abstract picture, Instructions to
imagine

4.1 SUBJECTS

A total of two hundred and thirteen undergraduate students at a

southwestern state university participated in the study for extra course credits. The
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average age of subjects was 21.1 years and 57.7% were female. Each student

subject was exposed to two stimulus ads, one for either a search or an experience

product and the other for either an immediate or a delayed consumption product.

However, the two stimulus ads exposed to each subject were equivalent in terms

of the imagery-evoking tactic used. This was used to prevent providing subjects

with clues regarding study intent. The following sections provide detailed

description regarding the development of stimulus materials, measurement and

study procedure.

4.2 DEVELOPMENT OF STIMULUS MATERIALS

Products

The products used in the experiment needed to be of some interest to the

student population in order to enhance the likelihood that students would process

the stimulus ads (McGill and Anand 1989b). In addition, the products had to be

amenable to favorable visualizing experiences. This was because past research

indicated that people were similarly disinclined to fantasize experiences that made

them feel bad (e.g., Anand and McGill 1994; MacInnis and Price 1987; Suler and

Katkin 1988).

More specifically, appropriate search and experience products were

selected to maximize their differences in terms of the degree of uncertainty

subjects might have in their evaluation of product quality prior to product trial or

purchase. On the other hand, appropriate immediate and delayed consumption

products were selected to maximize their differences in the degree of uncertainty
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subjects might have in their evaluation about how valuable the product would be

to them when the consumption or the benefit was actualized. This was in line with

suggestions made by Carlsmith, Ellsworth, and Sronson (1976) that initial

experimental manipulations be strong.

On the basis of these considerations, a set of potential products was

chosen. A pretest was carried out to select one appropriate product for each of the

search, experience, immediate consumption, and delayed consumption product

types. For the pretest, an invitation email including the survey URL was sent to

thirty-three prospective undergraduate students who signed up to participate in the

pretest. A total of twenty-nine undergraduate students at a southwestern state

university participated in the pretest for extra course credits. The average age of

subjects was 21.4 years and 55.2% were female. They were asked to assume that

they were thinking about purchasing a new brand in each product and to rate the

degree of uncertainty they felt in their evaluations. The degree of subjects’

uncertainty was measured using the scales developed by Urbany, Bearden,

Kaicker, and Borrero (1997) and Zhang and Buda (1999), which consists of three

7-point semantic differential items (uncertain-certain, not sure-sure, not confident-

confident).

To select appropriate search and experience products, subjects were asked

to rate the level of certainty at which they could effectively evaluate the quality of

a new brand before use or purchase in the following products: desktop computer,

laptop computer, black-and-white laser printer, DVD player, car audio speaker,

home theater system, and digital camcorder. Summary results from the pretest
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are presented in Table 4.2. Among the products tested, subjects indicated that

they felt the highest degree of certainty when they evaluated a new brand of

black-and-white laser printer (M = 5.05). In contrast, the mean certainty score for

a home theater system was the lowest (M =3.55). On the basis of these results, the

black-and-white laser printer and home theater system were selected as

appropriate search and experience products respectively.

Table 4.2: Certainty in Product Quality Evaluations

Product Minimum Maximum Mean S.D.
Desktop computer 1.67 7.00 4.30 1.45
Laptop computer 1.67 7.00 4.24 1.47
Black-and white laser printer 3.00 7.00 5.05 1.44
DVD player 2.00 7.00 4.55 1.20
Car audio speaker 1.00 7.00 3.87 1.64
Home theater system 1.00 6.33 3.55 1.64
Digital camcorder 2.00 7.00 3.78 1.49

To select appropriate immediate and delayed consumption products,

subjects were asked to rate the level of certainty at which they could effectively

evaluate how valuable each of the following products would be to themselves

when its benefit was actualized: 3-month term certificate of deposit (CD), short-

term bond fund, 3-year term CD, 10-year term CD, and long-term bond fund.

While the student subjects were not quite familiar with financial investment

products, these products were used because marketers could easily adjust the

interval between purchase and consumption. Instead, subjects were provided with

a brief description of each financial investment product. Table 4.3 provides the
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summary results. As can be seen, subjects felt less certain when the maturity of

CDs was longer (M = 4.40 for 3-month term CDs, M= 3.95 for 3-year term CDs,

and M = 3.62 for 10-year term CDs). Therefore, short-term and long-term CDs

were selected as appropriate immediate and delayed consumption products

respectively.

Table 4.3: Certainty in Product Value Evaluations

Product Minimum Maximum Mean S.D.
3-month term CD 1.00 7.00 4.40 1.68
3-year term CD 1.33 7.00 3.95 1.67
10-year term CD 1.00 6.33 3.62 1.65
Short-term bond 1.00 7.00 3.80 1.66
Long-term bond 1.00 7.00 3.83 1.80

Stimulus ads

Four print ads for each of the four products selected through the pretests

were prepared so that they were identical except for the imagery-evoking

advertising tactic used. The main factor which was manipulated in these stimulus

ads was concreteness. As a continuum, concreteness was defined as the degree of

detail and specificity about actors, actions, and situation contexts and identified as

a key factor which contributes to the imaginability of information (Nisbett & Ross

1980). In this study, concreteness was also treated as a continuum and the term

“abstract” was used to refer to “less concrete.”

To minimize the effects of prior experience with established brands, a

fictitious brand name was given to each of the advertised products (Unnava and
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Burnkrant 1991). In addition to picture and verbal descriptions of product use,

each stimulus ad provided a list of important product features in fine print on the

bottom of the page, which was consistent across all four stimulus ads.

Picture Concreteness. Past research referred to a concrete picture as a

pictorial representation which shared more qualities with the object or situation

depicted so that its features were easily identifiable (e.g., Alesandrini and Sheikh

1983; Babin and Burns 1997; Rossiter and Percy 1983). Similar to how Babin and

Burns (1997) manipulated picture concreteness, this study developed a concrete

picture with a vivid photograph, while an abstract picture was created by

patterning the concrete picture. Figure 4.1 provides an example. A detailed set of

the stimulus ads can be found in Appendix A. In the ads for a black-and-white

laser printer and a home theater system, a close-up picture of the advertised

product appeared in a separate panel respectively.

Pictures for use in the experiment were selected so that they exemplified

the verbal product descriptions. For example, in an ad for a black-and-white laser

printer, while the verbal descriptions emphasized that fast and hassle free printing

enhanced a business’s potential, the picture depicted a nice office setting where

two businessmen were going over printed reports. Unnava and Burnkrant (1991)

indicated that, when subjects were exposed to low imagery verbal descriptions, an

accompanying picture that depicted the verbal descriptions through a concrete

example permitted the formation of dual codes, i.e., verbal and imaginal codes. In

this study, concrete pictures were accompanied by abstract verbal product

descriptions in order to see the effects of concrete pictures over the effects of the
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control condition (abstract verbal description + abstract picture) in evoking

mental imagery. Therefore, the addition of pictures which exemplified abstract

verbal descriptions was deemed appropriate for the purpose of this study.

Figure 4.1: Concrete and Abstract Pictures for the Home Theater System Stimulus
Ads
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Concreteness of Verbal Product Descriptions. Concreteness of product

descriptions was manipulated using concrete versus abstract words. Past research

has indicated that concrete words are more likely to evoke images in subjects’

minds because of their higher imagery values. Imagery values for nouns (Paivio,

Yullie, and Madign 1968), verbs (Lipman 1974), and 1,000 frequently-used words

(van der Veur 1975) have been established. Similar to how Burns, Biswas, and

Babin (1993) manipulated concreteness of product descriptions, this study used

concrete and abstract words chosen from studies by Lippman and van de Veur,

while matching advertising copy identical in the number of words and the

sentence structures between concrete and abstract descriptions conditions.

For example, the following two sets of verbal product descriptions were

used in the stimulus ads for a home theater system in this study. These two sets of

verbal product descriptions were identical except for the words underlined. Those

words were chosen from the Lippman’s (1974) study and the numbers in

parentheses indicate the mean imagery ratings measured in his study, via a 7-point

scale ranging (high imagery = 7; low imagery = 1). 

 
Abstract Verbal Product Descriptions for a Home Theater System

Insight Electronics home entertainment system has quality sound that

will change (3.25) your very core. With premium sound the competition

cannot exceed (2.89), it lets you disregard the hectic pace of life and omit

(3.14) life’s stress. This system is (1.65) somewhere between authentic

and arresting, and it allows you to get (2.42) a theater quality system right

in your home. Get (2.42) life’s most pleasing and fully encompassing
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sound experience. Insight Electronics – Change (3.25) your idea of what

entertainment should be.

Concrete Verbal Product Descriptions for a Home Theater System

Insight Electronics home entertainment system has quality sound that will

shake (5.70) your very core. With premium sound the competition cannot

touch (5.79), it lets you sweep (5.62) aside the hectic pace of life and wipe

(5.04) away life’s stress. This system falls (6.06) somewhere between

authentic and arresting, and it allows you to build (5.25) a theater quality

system right in your home. Walk (5.74) away with life’s most pleasing and

fully encompassing sound experience. Insight Electronics – Stir (5.05)

your ideas of what entertainment should be.

Instructions to Imagine. Finally, for the stimulus ads with instructions to

imagine, the ad copy started and ended with instructions to imagine. The

remaining part of the ad copy was identical with the abstract product descriptions

condition. For example, the ad copy for the instruction-to-imagine condition for a

home theater system started with “Imagine a home entertainment system with

quality sound that will change your very core,” and concluded with “Take a

moment to imagine life’s most pleasing and fully encompassing sound

experience.” Those two instruction locations were deemed salient in terms of

primacy and recency (Babin & Burns 1997).
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4.3 DEPENDENT MEASURES

To assess the effects of product type on consumers’ task-specific thinking

mode and on the effectiveness of imagery-evoking advertising tactics in

producing mental imagery and favorable attitudinal responses, task-specific

thinking mode, ad-evoked mental imagery, attitude toward the ad, and attitude

toward the brand were measured as dependent variables.

Task-specific thinking mode: Task-specific thinking mode was

operationalized and measured using the task-specific thinking style (TSTS) scales

developed by Novak & Hoffman (2005), which consisted of the10-item rational

and experiential scales. All items for each of these scales were 7-point Likert-type

statements ranging from strongly agree (7) to strongly disagree (1). The

experiential scale included items such as “I went by what felt good to me” and “I

relied on my first impressions,” while the rational scale included items such as “I

approached this task analytically” and “I reasoned things out carefully.” A

complete list of all of the items is provided in Appendix B.

Ad-evoked mental imagery: The degree of ad-evoked mental imagery was

measured using the scale developed by Babin and Burn (1998) for the

measurement of communication-evoked mental imagery. The scale was

composed of fourteen 7-point Likert-type items ranging from strongly agree (7) to

strongly disagree (1); 8 items measured vividness of evoked mental imagery, 3

items for quantity, and 3 items for elaboration of that imagery. All of the items are

provided in Appendix B.
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Attitude toward the ad and Attitude toward the brand: Attitude toward

the ad was measured using four 7-point semantic differential items (good/bad,

like/dislike, irritating/not irritating, interesting/boring) (Miller and Marks 1992;

Mitchell and Olson 1981; Stevenson, Bruner, and Kumar 2000; Yi 1993). Finally,

five 7-point semantic differential items (unappealing/appealing, bad/good,

unpleasant/pleasant, unfavorable/favorable, unlikable/likable) were summed up to

measure attitude toward the brand (Supears and Singh 2004).

4.4 COVARIATE MEASURES

Individual thinking styles: Past research has indicated that there are

individual differences in the degree to which people characteristically think in the

rational or experiential mode (e.g., Epstein 1998; Epstein, Pancini, Denes-Raj, &

Heier 1996). Acknowledging the potential effects of individual thinking styles on

task-specific thinking modes, this study employed individual thinking styles as a

covariate. To assess individual differences in enduring thinking styles, this study

employed the Rational-Experiential Inventory (REI) developed by Pancini and

Epstein (1999), which was a 40-item inventory with a 20-item scale for

Experientiality and Rationality respectively. Further, each scale was consisted of

two 10-item subscales, Experiential Engagement and Experiential Ability for

Experientilaity and Rational Engagement and Rational Ability for Rationality. All

of the items are provided in Appendix B

Mood: Various studies have found that people in a positive mood tend to

adopt the experiential thinking mode. That is, they think more rapidly; reach
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decisions more quickly; avoid demanding and systematic processing; and are

more confident about their decisions. The negative mood, in turn, was assumed to

trigger a more systematic, analytic, and vigilant thinking mode (Clark & Isen

1982; Isen 1984, 1987; Schwarz 1990). Although these assumptions are

challenged by the recent findings by Novak and Hoffman (2005) that showed that

positive mood correlates with the task-specific thinking mode appropriate for the

task at hand, it seems that mood has the potential to influence thinking mode.

Therefore, this study also employed mood as a covariate. It was measured using

Allen and Janiszewski’s (1989) mood scale. The scale was composed of four 7-

point semantic-differential items (good/bad, unpleasant/pleasant, happy/sad,

negative/positive.

4.5 PROCEDURE

The experiment was conducted in a computer lab setting where, upon

arrival, each subject was seated at a computer and asked to read the study’s

instructions on the computer screen. The instructions informed subjects that this

study was designed to obtain consumers’ reactions to new products that were

being developed by some large corporations. Also, subjects were told that their

overall evaluations of the advertised products would be asked for at a later time.

The subjects were encouraged to actively process the product-related information

in the advertisements and form their attitudes toward the advertised products

(Mitchell 1986).
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Subjects were then informed that they would examine two advertisements

after answering some basic questions. They were told that one would be for a

black-and-white laser printer (or a home theater system) being produced by a

large electronics company and the other for a short-term (or a long-term)

Certificate of Deposit from a large bank targeting younger investors. They were

also told that these two advertisements were in the development process and that

the finished advertisements would have a more professional quality. This

additional information was given because the abstract pictures created by

patterning the concrete pictures might have reduced ad believability, and ad

believability may influence imagery processing as well as brand beliefs and

attitudes (Burns, Biswas, & Babin 1993).

After reading the instructions, subjects were instructed to click on the link

that called up the mood scale and questions for demographic information. Upon

completing the mood scale and providing demographic information, subjects were

instructed to click on the link that randomly assigned them to one of thirty-two

experimental Web sites. Each of these Web sites contained two stimulus ads. One

ad was for either a black-and-white laser printer or a home theater system, and the

other for either short-term or long-term CDs. The two stimulus ads that each

subject was exposed to were equivalent in terms of the imagery-evoking tactic

used, and the presentation order of the stimulus ads was counterbalanced to

control for possible order effect.

After viewing the stimulus ads for as long as they liked, subjects were

instructed to click the link that called up the questionnaire which consisted of five
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parts. The first part contained the scale measuring attitude toward the brand. The

second and third parts measured task-specific thinking modes and the degree of

ad-evoked mental imagery respectively. The fourth part contained the scale

measuring attitude toward the ad. Finally, the fifth part measured individual

thinking styles. Subjects were allowed to complete the questionnaire at their own

pace. Upon clicking the “submit” button at the end of the questionnaire, subjects

were thanked and dismissed.
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Chapter V: Data Analysis and Results

5.1 PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

5.1.1 Reliability Analysis

Internal consistency of major constructs used in the study was examined

and the results are shown in Table 5.1. In this study, to control for the potential

effects of individual thinking styles and mood on the task-specific thinking

modes, experiential engagement and ability, rational engagement and ability, and

mood were measured as covariates. Cronbach’s alphas for experiential

engagement, experiential ability, rational engagement, rational ability and mood

were .86, .83, .83, .76, and .93 respectively.

As dependent variables, the rational and experiential task-specific thinking

modes adopted to evaluate each product in the stimulus ads, the degrees of

vividness, quantity and elaboration of ad-evoked imagery, attitude toward the ad,

and attitude toward the brand were measured. As shown in Table 5.1, all of these

dependent measures were reliable across products.

Table 5.1: Reliability Analysis of Measurement Items

Major Constructs # of Items
Experiential engagement 10 .86
Experiential ability 10 .83
Rational engagement 10 .83
Rational ability 10 .76
Mood 4 .93
Experiential task-specific Laser printer 10 .90
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Home entertainment
system

10 .85

Short-term CD 10 .92

thinking mode

Long-term CD 10 .90
Laser printer 10 .92
Home entertainment
system

10 .93

Short-term CD 10 .95

Rational task-specific
thinking mode

Long-term CD 10 .95
Laser printer 8 .95
Home entertainment
system

8 .96

Short-term CD 8 .94
Vividness

Long-term CD 8 .96
Laser printer 3 .90
Home entertainment
system

3 .89

Short-term CD 3 .88
Quantity

Long-term CD 3 .88
Laser printer 3 .71
Home entertainment
system

3 .88

Short-term CD 3 .85
Elaboration

Long-term CD 3 .81
Laser printer 4 .90
Home entertainment
system

4 .91

Short-term CD 4 .91
Attitude toward the ad

Long-term CD 4 .86
Laser printer 5 .95
Home entertainment
system

5 .89

Short-term CD 5 .94
Attitude toward the brand

Long-term CD 5 .93

5.1.2 Group Equality in Individual Thinking Styles and Mood

Individual thinking styles and mood were measured in order to control for

their potential effects on task-specific thinking modes. However, past research has
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also shown that these personality-type thinking styles and mood influence

individual responses to different types of advertising (e.g., Labarbera, Weingard,

& Yorkston 1998; Yorkston & Labarbera 1997) as well as a broad range of

cognitive processing including information encoding, retrieval and evaluative

judgments (e.g., Bagozzi, Gopinath, & Nyer 1999; Schwarz and Clore 2003).

Therefore, to exclude the potential effects of differences in individual thinking

styles and mood between the groups in this study, whether the subject groups to

be compared are identical in terms of individual thinking styles and mood needs

to be determined.

To determine if there are any differences in the means and distributions of

individual thinking styles and mood between the subjects who evaluated a search

product (i.e., a black and white laser printer) and an experience product (i.e., a

home theater system), independent samples t-tests and two-sample Kolmogorov-

Smirnov tests were preformed on experiential engagement, experiential ability,

rational engagement, rational ability, and mood. As can been seen in Table 5.2,

the search and experience product groups were not different in terms of their

mean values of individual thinking styles and mood, and they were drawn from

the same continuous distributions of individual thinking styles and mood. Further,

the kernel density distributions in Figure 5.1 graphically illustrate that the search

and experience product groups had identical distributions in terms of individual

thinking styles and mood.
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Table 5.2: Individual Thinking Styles and Mood (Search vs. Experience Product
Group)

Independent
samples

t-test

Two-sample
K-S test

Group Mean
t p D p

Search 3.54Experiential
engagement Experience 3.58

-.48 .63 .08 .87

Search 3.43Experiential
ability Experience 3.45

-.21 .83 .08 .90

Search 3.65Rational
engagement Experience 3.62

.24 .81 .07 .98

Search 3.70Rational
ability Experience 3.66

.49 .62 .05 1.00

Search 5.20
Mood Experience 5.38

-1.05 .29 .09 .74
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Figure 5.1: Distributions for Individual Thinking Styles and Mood (Search vs.
Experience Product Group)
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Table 5.3 provides the results of independent samples t-tests and two-

sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests between the subjects who evaluated the

immediate consumption product (i.e., short-term CDs) and the delayed

consumption product (i.e., long-term CDs). The results indicate that the

immediate and delayed consumption product groups were not different in their

mean values and distributions of individual thinking styles and mood. Also,

Search

Experience
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Figure 5.2 graphically shows that these two groups had identical distributions of

individual thinking styles and mood.

Table 5.3: Individual Thinking Styles and Mood (Immediate vs. Delayed
Consumption Product Group)

Independent
samples

t-test

Two-sample
K-S test

Group
Mean

t p D p
Immediate 3.51Experiential

engagement Delayed 3.61
-1.16 .25 .12 .44

Immediate 3.44Experiential
ability Delayed 3.43

.22 .83 .12 .48

Immediate 3.65Rational
engagement Delayed 3.62

.39 .70 .10 .66

Immediate 3.77Rational
ability Delayed 3.60

1.85 .07 .16 .16

Immediate 5.27
Mood Delayed 5.30

-.17 .86 .09 .78
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Figure 5.2: Distributions for Individual Thinking Styles and Mood (Immediate vs.
Delayed Consumption Product Group)
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5.2 HYPOTHESIS TESTING

5.2.1 The Effects of Product Type on Task-Specific Thinking Modes

Preliminary Analysis

The first set of hypotheses aims to confirm if differences in task-specific

thinking modes are dependent on product type. It was predicted that experience

and delayed consumption product groups are more likely to adopt an experiential

thinking mode than search and delayed consumption product groups respectively

(H1a and H1b). On the other hand, it asserted that search and immediate

consumption product groups are more likely to adopt a rational thinking mode

than experience and delayed consumption product groups respectively (H1c and

H1d).

This set of hypotheses was tested using the task-specific thinking style

(TSTS) scales developed by Novak & Hoffman (2005). The scales consist of the

10-item rational and experiential scales. Preliminarily, a series of independent

samples t-test was conducted for the Experiential and Rational TSTS measures.

Results of analyses are provided in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4: Task-Specific Thinking Modes by Product Type

Group Sample
size

Mean S.D. t (p)

Search 111 4.18 1.11
Experience 102 4.79 .79

-4.61
(.000)

Immediate 107 3.85 1.28
Experiential

TSTS
Delayed 106 4.88 1.02

-6.43
(.000)
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Search 111 3.72 1.09
Experience 102 3.91 1.17

-1.20
(.231)

Immediate 107 3.90 1.32
Rational

TSTS
Delayed 106 3.64 1.32

1.41
(.160)

As predicted, the experience product group’s mean score for Experiential

TSTS was significantly greater (M = 4.79) than that of the search product group

(M = 4.18) (t = 4.61, p<.001). Also, the delayed consumption product group’s

mean score for Experiential TSTS was significantly greater (M = 4.88) than that

of the immediate consumption product group (M = 3.85) (t = 6.43, p<.001).

Results indicate that the experience and delayed consumption groups are more

likely to adopt an experiential thinking mode than the search and immediate

consumption product groups respectively, thus providing preliminary support for

H1a and H1b. However, in terms of Rational TSTS, the predictions were not

supported. Results show that the search and experience product groups (t = 1.20,

n.s.) as well as the immediate and delayed consumption product groups (t = 1.41,

n.s.) were not significantly different in terms of Rational TSTS. Therefore,

hypotheses for the rational thinking mode (H1c and H1d) did not have initial

support.

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 graphically present the kernel density distributions of

the Experiential and Rational TSTS measures by product type. As can be seen, the

Experiential TSTS distributions of the experience and delayed consumption

product groups have shifted to the right compared with the distributions of the

search and immediate consumption product groups respectively. On the other

hand, the Rational TSTS distributions of the experience and delayed consumption
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product groups were not significantly different from the distributions of the search

and immediate consumption product groups. The results of two-sample

Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests are reported at the bottom of each figure.

Figure 5.3: Distributions of the Experiential & Rational TSTSs (Search vs.
Experience Product Group)
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Figure 5.4: Distributions of the Experiential & Rational TSTSs (Immediate vs.
Delayed Product Group)
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Controlling for the Effects of Individual Thinking Styles and Mood (H1a, b, c, d)

To better understand the nature of the effects of product type on task-

specific thinking modes, individual thinking styles and mood were taken into
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consideration. Tables 5.5 & 5.6 provide correlations among the Experiential and

Rational TSTS measures, four dimensions of individual thinking styles (i.e.,

experiential engagement, experiential ability, rational engagement, and rational

ability) and mood, when subjects evaluated either a search or an experience

product and when they evaluated either an immediate or a delayed consumption

product respectively.

Table 5.5: Correlations among task-specific thinking mode, thinking styles, &
mood (Search & Experience Product Group)

Experientiality Rationality
Engagement

(EE)
Ability
(EA)

Engagement
(RE)

Ability
(RA)

Experiential
TSTS

Mood
EE .03
EA -.01 .68***
RE .06 .01 .04
RA .09 -.11 .12 .61***

Experiential
TSTS .14* .30*** .15* -.15* -.08

Rational
TSTS .17* -.21** -.06 .26*** .31*** -.03

* Correlation is significant at the .05 level (2-tailed)
** Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed)
*** Correlation is significant at the .001 level (2-tailed)
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Table 5.6: Correlations among task-specific thinking mode, thinking styles, &
mood (Immediate & Delayed Consumption Product Group)

Experientiality Rationality
Engagement

(EE)
Ability
(EA)

Engagement
(EE)

Ability
(EA)

Experiential
TSTS

Mood
EE .03
EA -.01 .68***
RE .06 -.01 .04
RA .09 -.11 .12 .61***

Experiential
TSTS -.04 .20** .07 -.14* -.19**

Rational
TSTS .13 -.09 -.03 .26*** 25*** -.13

* Correlation is significant at the .05 level (2-tailed)
** Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed)
*** Correlation is significant at the .001 level (2-tailed)

Overall, the results indicate that Experiential TSTS was positively

correlated with experiential engagement and ability, and negatively correlated

with rational engagement and ability. On the other hand, Rational TSTS was

positively correlated with rational engagement and rational ability, and negatively

correlated with experiential engagement and ability. Experiential TSTS was not

significantly correlated with Rational TSTS, which supports the notion that task-

specific thinking modes have a two-dimensional structure (Novak & Hoffman

2005).

On the other hand, the relationships between mood and task-specific

thinking modes were rather inconclusive. While mood was significantly

correlated with both the experiential and rational thinking modes when subjects

evaluated either a search or an experience product, it was not significantly
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correlated with either the experiential or the rational thinking mode when subjects

evaluated either an immediate or a delayed consumption product. However, the

strength and direction of the relationship between mood and the rational thinking

mode were more consistent than those of the relationship between mood and the

experiential thinking mode.

To see the main effect of product type on Experiential and Rational TSTSs

after removing the effects of individual thinking styles and mood, a series of

ANCOVA was performed for the Experiential and Rational TSTS measures.

Experiential engagement, experiential ability, rational engagement, rational

ability, and mood were entered in the analyses as covariates in order to control for

their relationships with Experiential and Rational TSTSs. Prior to performing

ANCOVA, appropriate tests were conducted for the homogeneity of group

regression assumption. ANCOVA assumes that the slope for the regression of

each covariate on a dependent variable is not significantly different across

treatment groups. No interaction between product type and the covariates in the

study was significant at the significance level of .05.

Table 5.7 summarizes the ANCOVA results for Experiential TSTS. After

controlling for the effects of individual thinking styles and mood, product type

had a significant effect on Experiential TSTS when subjects evaluated either a

search or an experience product (F = 20,928, p<.001) and when they evaluated

either an immediate or a delayed consumption product (F = 36.712, p<.001).

Therefore, H1a and H1b were supported after controlling for the effects of

individual thinking styles and mood.
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Further, in both of the cases, the partial Eta-squared for product type was

larger than any single dimension of individual thinking styles or mood, which

means that product type accounted for the larger proportion of the variability in

Experiential TSTS than any of the covariates in the study. With individual

thinking styles and mood held at their mean values, the Experiential TSTS means

were adjusted so as to remove any effects represented by individual thinking

styles and mood. As can be seen from Table 5.8, the adjusted mean values were

not that different from their original values.

Table 5.7: Analysis of Covariance for the Experiential TSTS

Search vs. Experiencea Immediate vs. Delayedb

Source of variation F p Partial
2 F p Partial

2

Covariates
Experiential engagement (EE) 16.76 .000 .07 4.90 .028 .02
Experiential ability (EA) 1.43 .233 .01 .36 .552 .00
Rational engagement (RE) 6.10 .014 .03 1.29 .258 .01
Rational ability (RA) 1.21 .272 .01 .45 .506 .00
Mood 3.02 .068 .01 .44 .507 .00

Main effects
Product type 20.93 .000 .09 36.71 .000 .15

a. R squared = .215 (Adjusted R squared = .192)
b. R squared = .214 (Adjusted R squared = .191)

Table 5.8: Adjusted Means for the Experiential TSTS

95% Confidence Interval
Group

Observed
mean
(S.D.)

Adjusted
mean
(S.E.) Lower Bound Upper Bound

Search 4.18 (1.11) 4.20 (.09) 4.02 4.37
Experience 4.79 (.80) 4.77 (.09) 4.59 4.95
Immediate 3.85 (1.29) 3.89 (.11) 3.67 4.10

Delayed 4.88 (1.02) 4.84 (.11) 4.62 5.06
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Table 5.9 summarizes the ANCOVA results for Rational TSTS. After

controlling for the effects of individual thinking styles and mood, product type did

not have a significant effect on Rational TSTS when subjects evaluated either a

search or an experience product (F = 1.87, n.s.) as well as when they evaluated

either an immediate or a delayed consumption product (F = 1.19, n.s.). Therefore,

H1b and H1d were not supported after controlling for the effects of individual

thinking styles and mood.

Further, in both of the cases, the partial Eta-squared for product type was

very trivial. When the Rational TSTS means were adjusted so as to remove any

effects represented by individual thinking styles and mood (see Table 5.10), the

adjusted mean values were not that different from their original values.

Table 5.9: Analysis of Covariance for the Rational TSTS

Search vs. Experiencea Immediate vs.
Delayedb

Source of variation
F p Partia

l 2 F p Partia
l 2

Covariates
Experiential engagement (EE) 7.68 .006 .04 .57 .450 .00
Experiential ability (EA) .90 .345 .00 .00 .969 .00
Rational engagement (RE) 4.27 .040 .02 4.63 .033 .02
Rational ability (RA) 3.34 .069 .02 1.58 .210 .09
Mood 5.29 .022 .03 2.84 .093 .01

Main effects
Product type 1.87 .173 .01 1.19 .276 .01

a. R squared = .173 (Adjusted R squared = .149)
b. R squared = .103 (Adjusted R squared = .077)
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Table 5.10: Adjusted Means for the Rational TSTS

95% Confidence Interval
Group

Observed
mean
(S.D.)

Adjusted
mean
(S.E.)

Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound

Search 3.72(1.10) 3.72(.10) 3.52 3.92
Experience 3.91(1.17) 3.92(.10) 3.71 4.12
Immediate 3.90(1.32) 3.87(.12) 3.63 4.12

Delayed 3.65(1.32) 3.68(.13) 3.43 3.92

5.2.2 The Effects of Imagery-Evoking Tactics on Imagery (H2a, b, c, d, e, f

The second set of hypotheses proposed that, among imagery-evoking

advertising tactics, concrete pictures and concrete verbal product descriptions

would be effective in inducing ad-evoked mental imagery only when consumers

evaluate an experience or a delayed consumption product (H2a for concrete

pictures and H2b for concrete verbal product descriptions). However, it was further

proposed that, when consumers evaluate an experience or a delayed consumption

product, the degree of ad-evoked mental imagery is likely to be unaffected by

embedding instructions to imagine within an ad message (H2c). On the other hand,

when consumers evaluate a search or an immediate consumption product, the

hypotheses predicted that the degree of ad-evoke mental imagery is likely to be

unaffected by any of imagery-evoking advertising tactics, i.e., concrete pictures,

concrete verbal product descriptions, and instructions to imagine (H2d, H2e, and H2f

respectively).
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Past research established that ad-evoked mental imagery is a

multidimensional construct (e.g., Babin & Burns 1998; Ellen & Bone 1991;

Miller & Marks 1997). Therefore, this study employed three dimensions of

mental imagery (i.e., vividness, quantity, and elaboration) as dependent variables

to test the second set of hypotheses. Table 5.11 presents the Pearson’s correlation

coefficients among these three imagery dimensions. These three dimensions were

highly correlated with each other when subjects evaluated a search or an

experience product, and when they evaluated an immediate or a delayed

consumption product.

Table 5.11: Correlations among Imagery Dimensions

Search vs. Experience Product
Vividness Quantity Elaboration

Vividness
Quantity .25***
Elaboration .47*** .46***

Immediate vs. Delayed Consumption Product
Vividness Quantity Elaboration

Vividness
Quantity .27***
Elaboration .37*** .37***
*** Correlation is significant at the .001 level (2-tailed)

Given the high correlations among the three imagery dimensions, the

second set of hypotheses were tested via MANOVA with three dimensions of ad-

evoked mental imagery as the dependent variables and the imagery-evoking ad

tactic as the independent variable. As can be seen in Tables 5.12 and 5.13,
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significant main effect of imagery-evoking ad tactic on the combination of the

three dependent variables was found when subjects evaluated an experience

product (Wilks’ == .83, F = 2.06, p<.05) or a delayed consumption product

(Wilks’ == .81, F = 2.46, p<.05). On the other hand, when subjects evaluated a

search product (Wilks’ == .92, F = .97, n.s.) or an immediate consumption

product (Wilks’ == .96, F = .52, n.s.), the imagery-evoking ad tactic did not have

a significant effect on the combination of imagery dimensions.

Table 5.12: Effects of Imagery-evoking Ad Tactics on Imagery Dimensions
(Search vs. Experience Product)

MANOVA ANOVA F-Values (p)

Group Source Wilks’ F-
Value

(p)
Vividness Quantity Elaboration

Search
Product

Imagery-
evoking
Ad tactic

.92 .97
(.470)

1.58
(.199)

.80
(.497)

.84
(.476)

Experience
Product

Imagery-
evoking
Ad tactic

.83 2.06
(.034)

5.30
(.002)

.25
(.860)

1.46
(.229)

Table 5.13: Effects of Imagery-evoking Ad Tactics on Imagery Dimensions
(Immediate vs. Delayed Consumption Product)

MANOVA ANOVA F-Values (p)

Group Source Wilks
’

F-
Value

(p)
Vividness Quantity Elaboration

Immediate
Consumption

Imagery-
evoking
Ad tactic

.96 .52
(.860)

.61
(.610)

.50
(.685)

.64
(.593)

Delayed
Consumption

Imagery-
evoking .81 2.46

(.011)
4.79

(.004)
1.65

(.183)
.95

(.422)
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Ad tactic

However, the ANOVA results indicate that, among the three dimensions

of ad-evoked mental imagery, the imagery-evoking tactic had a significant main

effect on only the vividness dimension in both the experience product group (F =

5.30, p<.01) and the delayed consumption product group (F = 4.79, p<.01). In

both the experience and delayed consumption product groups, the imagery-

evoking ad tactic did not have a significant effect on the quantity or the

elaboration dimension.

Comparisons between Search and Experience Product Groups

To test the effects of each imagery-evoking ad tactic on the three imagery

dimensions, Bonferroni t-test comparisons were performed with significance

tested at the p<.05 level for all paired comparisons. In the search group, none of

these paired comparisons was significant, which means that none of the imagery

dimensions was significantly influenced by any of the imagery-evoking tactics.

On the other hand, in the experience product group, the results indicate that the

mean vividness score in the concrete picture condition [abstract verbal

descriptions + concrete picture] (5.04) was significantly greater than that in the

other three conditions (3.49 = the control condition [abstract verbal description +

abstract picture], 3.79 = the concrete verbal descriptions condition [concrete

verbal descriptions + abstract picture], 3.71 = the instructions to imagine

condition [abstract verbal descriptions + abstract picture + instructions to
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imagine]). However, none of the other paired comparisons were found to be

significant for this group. Table 5.14 presents all of the means.

Table 5.14: Means for Ad-Evoked Mental Imagery by Product Type x Imagery-
evoking Ad Tactic (Search vs. Experience Product Group)

Ad type

Ad-evoked
Imagery Group

abstract
copy +
abstract
picture

abstract
copy +

concrete
picture

concrete
copy +
abstract
picture

instruction
to imagine Total

Search 3.47
(1.47)

4.19
(1.51)

3.65
(1.41)

3.38
(1.41)

3.66
(1.46)Vividness

Experience 3.49
(1.45)

5.04
(1.56)

3.79
(1.45)

3.71
(1.50)

4.00
(1.58)

Search 3.49
(1.40)

3.39
(1.38)

3.96
(1.67)

3.55
(1.40)

3.61
(1.47)Quantity

Experience 3.58
(1.72)

3.82
(1.64)

3.88
(1.52)

3.96
(1.64)

3.82
(1.61)

Search 3.29
(1.35)

3.79
(1.29)

3.70
(1.36)

3.45
(1.22)

3.55
(1.31)Elaboration

Experience 3.83
(1.81)

4.72
(1.72)

4.01
(1.77)

3.79
(1.77)

4.08
(1.78)

Standard deviations given in parentheses

To clearly show the effects of each imagery-evoking tactic on the three

imagery dimensions in search and experience product groups, a series of multiple

regression analyses were performed with each of the three imagery dimensions as

a dependent variable and three dummy coded imagery-evoking ad tactic variables

(i.e., concreteness of verbal descriptions, picture concreteness, and instructions to

imagine) as independent variables. As can be seen in Table 5.15, only when

subjects evaluated an experience product, did picture concreteness have a

significant effect on the vividness dimension ( = .42, t = 3.56, p<.001. But, the
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quantity or the elaboration dimension was not significantly influenced by any of

imagery-evoking tactics in the experience product group. Thus, for search and

experience product groups, H2a was supported for the vividness dimension. H2c,

H2d, H2e, and H2f were also supported. However, H2b was not supported.

Table 5.15: Regressions on Imagery Dimensions (Search vs. Experience Product)

Search ExperienceImagery
Dimension t (p) t (p)

concrete picture .21 1.86(.065) .42 3.56(.001)
concrete verbal
description .06 .50(.617) .08 .70(.484)Vividness

instructions to imagine -.03 -.24(.813) .06 .52(.602)
concrete picture -.03 -.26(.796) .06 .50(.615)
concrete verbal
description

.14 1.21(.230) .08 .64(.522)Quantity

instructions to imagine .02 .14(.891) .11 .84(.403)
concrete picture .16 1.40(.166) .21 1.74(.086)
concrete verbal
description .14 1.20(.235) .05 .37(.711)Elaboration

instructions to imagine .06 .48(.635) -.01 -.06(.955)

Comparisons between Immediate and Delayed Consumption Product Groups

Results of planned comparisons in the immediate consumption product

group indicate that none of the paired comparisons was significant. However, in

the delayed consumption product group, the results indicate that the mean

vividness scores in both the concrete picture condition (4.20) and concrete verbal

descriptions condition (4.15) were significantly greater than that in the other two

conditions (2.95 = the control condition and 3.54 = the instructions to imagine

condition) Table 5.16 presents all of the mean values. However, in the delayed
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consumption product groups, none of the paired comparisons for quantity and

elaboration dimensions was significant at the .05 significance level.

Table 5.16: Mean Ad-Evoked Mental Imagery by Product Type x Imagery-
evoking Ad Tactic (Immediate vs. Delayed Consumption Product)

Ad type

Ad-evoked
Imagery Group

abstract
copy +
abstract
picture

abstract
copy +

concrete
picture

concrete
copy +
abstract
picture

instruction
to imagine Total

Immediate 3.11
(1.42)

3.40
(1.12)

3.12
(1.31)

2.93
(1.22)

3.14
(1.27)Vividness

Delayed 2.95
(1.35)

4.20
(1.42)

4.15
(1.46)

3.54
(1.22)

3.71
(1.43)

Immediate 3.44
(1.67)

3.78
(1.66)

3.60
(1.55)

3.27
(1.57)

3.52
(1.60)Quantity

Delayed 3.07
(1.66)

3.12
(1.64)

3.59
(1.66)

3.91
(1.50)

3.45
(1.63)

Immediate 2.70
(1.51)

2.94
(1.40)

3.15
(1.36)

2.72
(1.29)

2.87
(1.38)Elaboration

Delayed 2.88
(1.56)

3.51
(1.58)

3.17
(1.12)

3.36
(1.30)

3.23
(1.38)

Standard deviations given in parentheses

Also, to clearly show the effects of each imagery-evoking tactic on the

three imagery dimensions in immediate and delayed consumption product groups,

a series of multiple regression analyses were performed. As can be seen in Table

5.17, in the immediate consumption product group, none of the imagery-evoking

tactics had a significant effect on the three imagery dimensions. However, in the

delayed consumption product group, picture concreteness ( = .36, t = 3.19,

p<.01) and concreteness of verbal descriptions ( = .38, t = 3.25, p<.01) had a

significant effect on the vividness dimension. But, neither the quantity nor the

elaboration dimension was significantly influenced by any of the imagery-
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evoking tactics. Thus, for the immediate and delayed consumption product

groups, H2a and H2b were supported only for the vividness dimension whereas H2c,

H2d, H2e, and H2f were supported on all three dimensions.

Table 5.17: Regressions on Imagery Dimensions (Immediate vs. Delayed
Consumption Product)

Immediate DelayedImagery
Dimension t (p) t (p)

concrete picture .10 .84(.401) .36 3.19(.002)
concrete verbal
description .00 .02(.983) .38 3.25(.002)Vividness

instructions to imagine -.06 -.50(.618) .19 1.61(.111)
concrete picture .09 .76(.448) .01 .11(.916)
concrete verbal
description .04 .37(.715) .14 1.18(.240)Quantity

instructions to imagine -.05 -.41(.684) .23 1.91(.059)
concrete picture .08 .64(.524) .19 1.57(.120)
concrete verbal
description

.14 1.21(.231) .10 .77 (.441)Elaboration

instructions to imagine .01 .07(.948) .16 1.28(.205)

5.2.3 The Effects of Ad-Evoked Imagery on Attitudinal Judgments (H3a, b)

The third set of hypotheses predicted that, depending on the product type

under evaluation, there will be differential effects of ad-evoked mental imagery

on consumers’ attitudinal judgments. Specifically, it was proposed that, for

experience and delayed consumption product groups, ad-evoked mental imagery

will be positively related with subjects’ attitudinal responses (H3a). On the other

hand, it was proposed that, for search and immediate consumption product

groups, ad-evoked imagery will not be related with subjects’ attitudinal responses

(H3b). To test these hypotheses, the effects of ad-evoked mental imagery on
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attitude toward the ad (Aad) and brand (Ab) were examined via a series of multiple

regression analyses with the vividness, quantity, and elaboration dimensions of

imagery as the independent variables.

Comparisons between Search and Experience Product Groups

Results for the search and experience product groups are reported in

Tables 5.18 and 5.19. In both groups, the three imagery dimensions explained

significant proportions of the variance in Aad (Adjusted R2 = .23, F = 11.82, p<.001

for the search product group; Adjusted R2 = .47, F = 30.96, p<.001 for the

experience product group). However, in the search product group, the three

imagery dimensions explained a reduced proportion of the variance in Aad

compared to that in the experience product group. The beta weights indicate a

significant and positive relationship between the vividness dimension of imagery

and Aad in the search product group ( = .46, t = 5.11. p <.001). In the experience

product group, Aad was significantly related with the vividness and elaboration

dimensions ( = .53, t = 5.85. p <.001 for vividness; = .30, t = 3.00. p <.01 for

elaboration).

Further, to test whether these estimated effects of ad-evoked imagery

dimensions on Aad in the search product group are equal to those estimated in the

experience product group, a Chow test was performed. The result was not

significant (F (4, 202) =0.96, n.s.), which suggests that the effects of ad-evoked

imagery dimensions on Aad are not significantly different between the search and

experience product groups. Therefore, the third set of hypotheses which predicted
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differential effects of ad-evoked imagery on attitudinal judgments between the

search and experience product groups was not supported for Aad. Specifically, for

Aad in search and experience product groups, H3a was supported whereas H3b was

not supported.

Table 5.18: Effects of Imagery Dimensions on Attitude toward the Ad (Search vs.
Experience Product)

Independent
Variable

t p Adjusted
R2 F (p)

Vividness .46 5.11 .000
Quantity .03 .34 .737Search

Elaboration .09 .99 .326
.23 11.82

(.000)

Vividness .53 5.85 .000
Quantity -.11 -1.31 .195Experience

Elaboration .30 3.00 .003
.47 30.96

(.000)

Also, as can be seen in Table 5.19, the three imagery dimensions

explained significant proportions of the variance in Ab (Adjusted R2 = .06, F =

3.40, p<.05 for the search product group; Adjusted R2 = .23, F = 11.09, p<.001 for

the experience product group) in both the search and experience product groups.

However, in the search product group, the beta weights indicate that Ab was not

significantly related to any of the imagery dimensions at the .05 significance

level. On the other hand, in the experience product group, Ab was significantly

and positively related with the vividness and elaboration dimensions of imagery (

= .35, t = 3.32, p <.001 for vividness; = .24, t = 2.05, p <.05 for elaboration).

Further, the result of a Chow test was significant (F (4, 203) =0.52, p < .05),

which indicates that the effects of ad-evoked imagery dimensions on Ab are
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significantly different between the search and experience product groups. For Ab

in search and experience product group, both H3a and H3b were supported.

Table 5.19: Effects of Imagery Dimensions on Attitude toward the Brand (Search
vs. Experience Product)

Independent
Variable

t p Adjusted
R2 F (p)

Vividness .17 1.74 .085
Quantity .11 1.15 .254Search

Elaboration .13 1.23 .222
.06 3.40

(.021)

Vividness .35 3.32 .001
Quantity -.06 -.56 .580Experience

Elaboration .24 2.05 .044
.23 11.09

(.000)

Comparisons between Immediate and Delayed Consumption Product Groups

Results for the immediate and delayed consumption product groups are

reported in Tables 5.20 and 5.21. As can be seen in Table 20, in terms of the

effects of ad-evoked imagery on Aad, the results were similar to those in the search

and experience product groups. In both the immediate and delayed product

groups, the three imagery dimensions explained significant proportions of the

variance in Aad (Adjusted R2 = .26, F = 13.26, p<.001 for the immediate product

group; Adjusted R2 = .29, F = 15.36, p<.001 for the delayed consumption product

group). In the immediate consumption product group, the beta weights indicate a

significant and positive relationship between the vividness dimension and Aad (

= .46, t = 5.11. p <.001). In the delayed consumption product group, Aad was

significantly related with the vividness and elaboration dimensions ( = .40, t =
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4.41, p <.001 for vividness; = .27, t = 2.98, p <.01 for elaboration). Further, the

result of a Chow test was insignificant (F (4, 205) = 0.52, n.s.), which suggests

that the effects of ad-evoked imagery dimensions on Aad are not significantly

different between the immediate and delayed consumption product group.

Specifically, for the Aad in the immediate and delayed consumption product

groups, H3a was supported whereas H3b was not supported. That is, in both the

immediate and delayed consumption product groups, ad-evoked imagery was

positively related with Aad.

Table 5.20: Effects of Imagery Dimensions on Attitude toward the Ad (Immediate
vs. Delayed Consumption Product)

Independent
Variable

t p Adjusted
R2 F (p)

Vividness .46 5.01 .000
Quantity .05 .52 .602Immediate

Elaboration .11 1.11 .268
.26 13.26

(.000)

Vividness .40 4.41 .000
Quantity .04 .41 .687Delayed

Elaboration .27 2.98 .004
.29 15.36

(.000)

Table 5.21: Effects of Imagery Dimensions on Attitude toward the Brand
(Immediate vs. Delayed Consumption Product)

Independent
Variable

t p Adjusted
R2 F (p)

Vividness .30 2.97 .004
Quantity .05 .46 .648Immediate

Elaboration .04 .33 .740
.08 4.28

(.007)

Vividness .18 1.72 .088
Quantity -.05 -.46 .645Delayed

Elaboration .19 1.86 .067
.05 2.95

(.036)
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Similarly, as the results in Table 5.21 indicate, the third set of hypotheses

was also not supported for Ab in the immediate and delayed consumption product

groups. In both groups, the three imagery dimensions explained significant

proportions of the variance in Ab (Adjusted R2 = .08, F = 4.28, p<.01 for the

immediate consumption product group; Adjusted R2 = .05, F = 2.95, p<.05 for the

delayed consumption product group). The beta weights indicate that the vividness

dimension was significantly and positively related to Ab in the immediate

consumption product groups ( = .30, t = 2.97. p > .01). On the other hand, the

effects of the vividness and elaboration dimensions on Ab were only marginally

significant in the delayed consumption product groups ( = .18, t = 1.72. p = .088

for vividness; = .19, t = 1.86. p = .067 for elaboration). However, the result of a

Chow test was insignificant (F (4, 205) =1.02, p = .396), which suggests that the

effects of ad-evoked imagery dimensions on Ab were not significantly different

between the immediate and delayed consumption product group. For Ab in the

immediate and delayed consumption product groups, H3a was supported even

though its significance was marginal. However, H3b was not supported.

In summary, the predictions about the differential effects of ad-evoked

imagery on attitudinal responses depending on product type were supported only

for Ab in the search and experience product groups. Contrary to the predictions,

ad-evoked mental imagery was positively related to Aad regardless of product

type. Also, ad-evoked mental imagery was positively related to Ab in both the

immediate and delayed consumption product groups.
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5.2.4 The Effects of Imagery-Evoking Tactics on Attitudinal Judgments (H4a, b,

c, d, e, f)

In the final set of hypotheses, it was proposed that, among the imagery-

evoking advertising tactics, concrete pictures (H4a) and concrete verbal product

descriptions (H4b) embedded in an ad would enhance consumers’ favorable

attitudinal responses in the experience and delayed consumption product groups.

Further, it was hypothesized that these imagery-evoking tactics would not have

such effects in the search and immediate consumption product groups (H4d for

concrete pictures and H4e for concrete verbal descriptions). Finally, it was

predicted that, among the imagery-evoking advertising tactics, instructions to

imagine are not likely to influence the favorableness of Aad and Ab regardless of

product type (H4c for the search and experience product groups and H4f for the

immediate and delayed consumption groups).

With three dummy coded variables representing picture concreteness,

concrete verbal descriptions and instructions to imagine as independent variables,

a series of multiple regression analyses was performed in order to determine what

types of imagery-evoking ad tactics were related to attitudinal judgments.

Regression results for the search and experience product groups are provided in

Tables 5.22 and 5.23 for Aad and Ab respectively.

As presented in Table 5.22, results indicate that imagery-evoking ad

tactics as a whole affected Aad in the experience product group, but such effect did

not show up in the search product group (F = .05, n.s., for the search product

group; F = 3.84, p<.05 for the experience product group). The same pattern was

also found for Ab as shown. As presented in Table 5.23, imagery-evoking ad
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tactics as a whole influenced Ab in the experience product group but not in the

search product group (F = .13, n.s., for the search product group; F = 3.31, p<.05

for the experience product group).

Table 5.22: Effects of Imagery-Evoking Ad Tactics on Attitude toward the Ad
(Search vs. Experience Product)

b t p R2 F (p)
Search Product

Picture concreteness .12 .04 .30 .763
Concreteness of verbal descriptions .02 .01 .06 .949

Instructions to imagine -.03 -.01 -.08 .939
.001 .05

(.984)

Experience Product
Picture concreteness 1.16 .33 2.77 .007

Concreteness of verbal descriptions .30 .09 .73 .468
Instructions to imagine -.08 -.02 -.20 .841

.106 3.84
(.012)

Table 5.23: Effects of Imagery-Evoking Ad Tactics on Attitude toward the Brand
(Search vs. Experience Product)

b t p R2 F (p)
Search Product

Picture concreteness .13 .05 .42 .673
Concreteness of verbal descriptions .12 .05 .40 .691

Instructions to imagine -.02 -.01 -.05 .958
.004 .13

(.944)

Experience Product
Picture concreteness .68 .32 2.69 .008

Concreteness of verbal descriptions .06 .03 .25 .803
Instructions to imagine .07 .03 .28 .778

.092 3.31
(.023)

Results also suggest that, in the experience product group, picture

concreteness was the single most important variable which influenced both Aad

and Ab. An analysis of the regression coefficients in Tables 5.22 and 5.23, which

indicate the mean differences in Aad and Ab from the control condition, shows that
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the mean Aad and Ab scores in the concrete picture condition (M= 6.07 for Aad;

M=5.47 for Ab; all means are given in Table 5.24) were significantly greater than

those in the control condition (M= 5.38 for Aad; M=4.30 for Ab) ( = .332, t =

2.774, p<.01 for Aad; = .324, t = 2.692, p<.01 for Ab). However, the concrete

verbal descriptions condition (M= 5.44 for Aad; M=4.60 for Ab) and the

instructions to imagine condition (M= 5.45 for Aad; M=4.22 for Ab) were not

significantly different from the control condition. Therefore, in terms of the

effects of imagery-evoking tactics on attitudinal judgments between the search

and experience product groups, all of the hypotheses in the final set were

confirmed except H4b.

Table 5.24: Mean Attitude toward the Ad and Brand by Product Type x Imagery-
evoking Ad Tactic (Search vs. Experience Product)

Ad type

Group

abstract
copy +
abstract
picture

abstract
copy +

concrete
picture

concrete
copy +
abstract
picture

instruction
to imagine Total

Search 4.18
(1.46)

4.30
(1.36)

4.21
(1.39)

4.15
(1.53)

4.21
(1.42)Aad

Experience 4.30
(1.30)

5.47
(1.28)

4.60
(1.50)

4.22
(1.61)

4.64
(1.50)

Search 5.00
(1.15)

5.09
(1.28)

5.08
(.85)

4.94
(1.17)

5.01
(1.11)Ab

Experience 5.38
(.78)

6.07
(.79)

5.44
(.92)

5.45
(.96)

5.58
(.90)

Standard deviations given in parentheses

Tables 5.25 and 5.26 provide the regression results for the immediate and

delayed consumption product groups. As can be seen, the effect of imagery-

evoking ad tactics as a whole on Aad in the delayed consumption product group

was marginally significant. Such effect did not appear in the immediate
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consumption product group (F = .26, n.s., for the immediate consumption product

group; F = 2.34, p<.10 for the delayed consumption product group). In terms of

the effect of imagery-evoking ad tactics on Ab, the results were similar to those in

the search and experience product groups. As can be seen from Table 5.26,

imagery-evoking ad tactics as a whole affected Ab only in the delayed

consumption product group. They did not affect Ab in the immediate consumption

product group (F = .47, n.s., for the immediate consumption product group; F =

2.81, p<.05 for the delayed consumption product group).

Table 5.25: Effects of Imagery-Evoking Ad Tactics on Attitude toward the Ad
(Immediate vs. Delayed Consumption Product)

b t p R2 F (p)
Immediate Consumption Product

Picture concreteness .30 .09 .74 .460
Concreteness of verbal descriptions .25 .08 .63 .528

Instructions to imagine -.06 .02 .16 .870
.007 .26

(.856)

Delayed Consumption Product
Picture concreteness .34 .11 .90 .373

Concreteness of verbal descriptions .82 .28 2.29 .024
Instructions to imagine .04 .01 .12 .907

.064 2.34
(.076)

Table 5.26: Effects of Imagery-Evoking Ad Tactics on Attitude toward the Brand
(Immediate vs. Delayed Consumption Product)

b t p R2 F (p)
Immediate Consumption Product

Picture concreteness .17 .06 .50 .617
Concreteness of verbal descriptions .27 .09 .79 .432

Instructions to imagine -.09 -.03 -.29 .776
.013 .47

(.705)

Delayed Consumption Product
Picture concreteness .42 .14 1.24 .219

Concreteness of verbal descriptions .74 .27 2.29 .024
Instructions to imagine -.05 -.02 -.17 .863

.076 2.81
(.044)
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Results also suggest that, in the delayed consumption product group,

concrete verbal descriptions were the single most important variable which

influenced both Aad and Ab as indicated by the significant t-values ( = .28, t =

2.29, p<.05 for Aad; = .27, t = 2.29, p<.05 for Ab). As indicated by the regression

coefficients, the mean differences in Aad and Ab were significant between the

concrete verbal descriptions condition (M = 4.58 for Aad; M = 5.59 for Ab; all

means are given in Table 5.27) and the control condition (M = 3.79 for Aad; M =

4.86 for Ab). However, the Aad and Ab mean scores for the concrete picture

condition (M = 4.10 for Aad; M = 5.28 for Ab) and the instructions to imagine

condition (M = 3.80 for Aad; M = 4.80 for Ab) were not significantly different from

the control condition. Therefore, in terms of the effects of imagery-evoking tactics

on attitudinal judgments between the immediate and delayed consumption

product groups, the hypotheses in the final set were confirmed except H4a.

Table 5.27: Mean Attitudes toward the Brand & Ad by Product Type x Imagery-
evoking Ad Tactic (Immediate vs. Delayed Consumption Product)

Ad type

Group

abstract
copy +
abstract
picture

abstract
copy +

concrete
picture

concrete
copy +
abstract
picture

instruction
to imagine Total

Immediate 3.68
(1.51)

3.97
(1.60)

3.93
(1.08)

3.74
(1.56)

3.83
(1.43)Aad

Delayed 3.79
(1.35)

4.10
(1.11)

4.58
(1.21)

3.80
(1.49)

4.07
(1.33)

Immediate 4.65
(1.36)

4.82
(1.29)

4.92
(.84)

4.56
(1.41)

4.7
(1.23)Ab

Delayed 4.86
(1.16)

5.28
(1.30)

5.59
(.88)

4.80
(1.36)

5.13
(1.21)

Standard deviations given in parentheses
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Chapter VI: Summary and Directions for Future Research

6.1 SUMMARY DISCUSSIONS

Consumers frequently encounter advertisements intended to encourage

them to imagine positive pictures involving themselves and the advertised

products via imagery-evoking tactics such as concrete pictures of product use,

concrete verbal product descriptions, or instructions to imagine. Empirical

findings to date show that mental imagery mediates the impact of these

advertising tactics on consumers’ responses. However, findings about the

effectiveness of imagery-evoking advertising tactics in producing consumers’

favorable responses are often conflicting. For example, it has been found that

these tactics are effective only if consumers attend to and elaborate on vividly

presented information. Unfortunately, little is known about the factors which

motivate consumers to attend to and elaborate on vividly presented information.

Accordingly, this study was set out to investigate the psychological mechanism

which should (i) help explain the variations in consumers’ responses to vividly

presented information and (ii) provide practical guidelines for the strategic use of

imagery-evoking advertising tactics by advertisers.

Previous research suggests that consumers’ thinking mode might influence

the way in which they respond to vividly presented information and reach

judgments (e.g., Epstein and Pacini 1999; Hogarth 2005; Kahneman and

Frederick 2002). Specifically, in the experiential thinking mode, consumers are

prone to represent events concretely and imagistically, which should result in

greater responsiveness to concrete than to abstract contents (Epstein 1999;
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Hogarth 2005; Pham 1998). Also, it has been asserted that, in the experiential

thinking mode, a judgment is made by the process of “attribute substitution” in

which consumers assess a specified target attribute of a judgment object by

substituting another property of that object that comes more readily to mind

(Kahneman 2003). Under these conditions, the increased availability of

information in memory due to imagery processing and affective responses to

imagined scene may influence attitudinal responses. On the other hand, in the

rational thinking mode, consumers are assumed to process information in the

medium of language and make a judgment by following logically defensible step-

by-step process. Therefore, it has been said that, in the rational thinking mode,

consumers are more responsive to abstract contents than to vividly presented

information.

Based on these findings, this study proposed that consumers’ thinking

mode should be considered a key factor which may influence the effectiveness of

imagery-evoking advertising tactics. Furthermore, this study hypothesized that

product type should be an important variable that affects the propensity to adopt

an experiential or a rational thinking mode in the advertising context. This is

because the characteristics of information available during the stage of pre-

purchase product evaluation are different depending on product type. Past

research has shown that characteristics of information available in a task influence

the degree of uncertainty, which in turn affects the relative dominance of one

thinking mode over the other (e.g., Hammond et al. 1987; Hammond 1996).
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The goal of this study is two-fold. First, this study aimed to empirically

confirm product type as a key factor that influences consumers’ thinking mode.

Second, this study examined the impact of product type on the effectiveness of

imagery-evoking advertising tactics in inducing mental imagery and consumers’

attitudinal responses. Given these goals, this study makes the distinctions between

(i) search and experience products, and (ii) immediate and delayed consumption

products. These distinctions were based on the degrees of uncertainty associated

with evaluating product quality prior to product use or purchase, and how

valuable the product use will be under the expected consumption state

respectively.

Four sets of hypotheses were developed and tested in an experimental

study. First, this study proposed that, depending on the product type under

evaluation, consumers’ thinking mode would be different. Second, this study

proposed that the effectiveness of imagery-evoking advertising tactics in inducing

mental imagery would be different depending on product type. Third, this study

hypothesized that, depending on product type, there would be differential effects

of ad-evoked mental imagery on consumers’ attitudinal responses. Finally,

depending on product type, this study hypothesized that the effectiveness of

imagery-evoking advertising tactics in inducing consumers’ attitudinal responses

would be different. A summary of findings and hypothesis testing is presented in

Table 6.1. The next section provides a summary and discussion of the findings

from testing these hypotheses.
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Table6.1: Summary of Hypothesis Testing

D.V. H Condition Prediction Results

H1a 
Experience product >

Search product
supported

Experiential
thinking

H1b

Delayed consumption product >
Immediate consumption product supported

H1c 
Experience product <

Search product
Not

supportedRational
thinking

H1d 
Delayed consumption product <
Immediate consumption product

Not
supported

H2a

Concrete picture >
Abstract picture

Supported

H2b

Concrete descriptions >
Abstract descriptions

Supported for
the delayed

H2c

For the experience
and delayed

W/ instructions to imagine
= W/O instructions to imagine

Supported

H2d

Concrete picture =
Abstract picture

Supported

H2e

Concrete descriptions =
Abstract descriptions

Supported

Ad-evoked
Mental

Imagery

H2f

For the search and
immediate

W/ instructions to imagine
= W/O instructions to imagine

Supported

H3a

For the experience
and delayed

Positive relationship with ad-evoked
mental imagery

Supported for
Aad,

Supported for
Ab

Aad, Ab

H3b

For the search and
immediate

No relationship with ad-evoked
mental imagery

Not
supported for

Aad

Supported for
Ab for the

search

H4a Concrete picture >
Abstract picture

Supported for
the

experience

H4b

Concrete descriptions >
Abstract descriptions

Supported for
the delayed

H4c 

For the experience
and delayed

W/ instructions to imagine
= W/O instructions to imagine

Supported

H4d

Concrete picture =
Abstract picture

Supported

H4e

Concrete descriptions =
Abstract descriptions

Supported

Aad, Ab

H4f

For the search and
immediate

W/ instructions to imagine
= W/O instructions to imagine

Supported
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6.1.1 The Effects of Product Type on Task-Specific Thinking Modes

This study predicted that the experience and delayed consumption product

groups are more likely to adopt an experiential thinking mode than the search and

immediate consumption product groups respectively (H1a and H1b). On the other

hand, it was proposed that the search and immediate consumption product groups

are more likely to adopt a rational thinking mode than the experience and delayed

consumption product groups respectively (H1c and H1d). These hypotheses were

based on the premise that the characteristics of information available in pre-

purchase product evaluations may influence the relative dominance of one

thinking mode over the other.

The results of independent samples t-tests as well as ANCOVA to control

for the effects of individual thinking styles and mood supported the predictions

for the experiential thinking mode, but failed to support those for the rational

thinking mode. That is, when subjects evaluated experience and delayed

consumption products, their mean scores for the experiential thinking mode were

significantly greater than when they evaluated search and immediate consumption

products respectively. However, subjects’ mean scores for the rational thinking

mode were not significantly different when they evaluated a search versus an

experience product, or when they evaluated an immediate versus a delayed

consumption product.

These results provide preliminary evidence to support the fundamental

proposition made in the study. That is, product type may be a key factor which

influences consumers’ thinking mode in pre-purchase product evaluations. This is
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because the validity of the available information is dependent on product type.

The most essential attributes of experience products cannot be verified prior to

product trial or purchase. Therefore, when consumers are evaluating experience

products, they may perceive higher degree of uncertainty, which results in the

more intense use of experiential thinking, than when they are evaluating search

products. Likewise, due to the time interval between purchase and consumption

and the resulting difficulty in anticipating what the consumption state will be like,

consumers may perceive higher degree of uncertainty and engage in experiential

thinking more intensely with delayed consumption products than with immediate

consumptions products.

The everyday life observations would likely lead one to consider the

combinations of experiential and rational thinking modes as one-dimensional.

Past research has provided ample evidence to support this conceptualization (e.g.,

Hammond et al. 1987; Kahneman 2003). For example, according to Cognitive

Continuum Theory (Hammond 1996), thinking styles can be positioned on a

continuous scale anchored at one extreme in entirely rational cognition, and at the

other extreme in purely intuitive cognition. However, the results in this study

appear to be more in line with a two-dimensional conceptualization of thinking

mode (e.g., Novak et al. 2005; van Riel et al. 2003) rather than the one-

dimensional conceptualization (e.g., Hammond 1996). It seems that the one-

dimensional conceptualization does not allow for independent variations in the

intensity of using the two thinking modes. This has led some researchers to

propose a two-dimensional conceptualization of thinking mode (van Riel et al.
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2003). However, to date, there has been very little research attention devoted to

empirically investigating the two-dimensional conceptualization of thinking

mode.

The first set of hypotheses was developed based on the idea that, due to

the lack of valid information, the increased degree of uncertainty, will move

cognition away from its analytical form toward the intuitive pole of the

continuum. However, results from this study indicate that, while subjects were

involved in the similar degrees of effortful rational thinking across product types,

they used experiential thinking more intensely when they evaluated an experience

and delayed consumption products than when they evaluated a search and

immediate consumption products. In other words, the results suggest that the

conceptualization of thinking mode needs to allow for the variations in the

relative use of each thinking mode as well as in the intensity of using each

thinking mode (van Riel et al. 2003).

Also, it appears that factors which influence the intensity of engaging each

thinking mode should be considered separately. According to the results, the

degree of uncertainty may be a factor which influences the intensity of using the

experiential thinking mode, rather than that of the rational thinking mode. It

seems that the products used in this study motivated consumers to be involved in

similar degrees of rational analysis because the products were similar in terms of

the degree of importance to the subjects. Furthermore, subjects very similar in

terms of their skills or proficiency in interpreting brand information in the

stimulus ads. However, when subjects evaluated the experience and delayed
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consumption products, the characteristics of information available in a task seem

to have led subjects more open to intuitive insights than when they evaluated the

search and immediate consumption products.

6.1.2 The Effects of Imagery-Evoking Tactics on Imagery

This study hypothesized that, among imagery-evoking advertising tactics,

concrete pictures and concrete verbal product descriptions would be effective in

inducing imagery among the experience and delayed consumption groups (H2a and

H2b). It was predicted that the effects of concrete pictures and concrete verbal

descriptions would not show up in the search and immediate consumption product

groups (H2d and H2e). On the other hand, among the imagery-evoking tactics,

instructions to imagine was hypothesized to not affect the degree of imagery,

regardless of product types (H2c and H2f). This is because it was expected that

embedding instructions to imagine within an advertisement does not by itself

provide materials which consumers can easily process using imagery.

These hypotheses were tested via a series of MANOVA with the three

dimensions of ad-evoked mental imagery (i.e., vividness, quantity, and

elaboration) as the dependent variables. Further, Bonferroni t-test comparisons

were performed to determine the effects of each imagery-evoking tactic on the

three imagery dimensions. As predicted, this study found that the imagery-

evoking advertising tactic had a significant main effect on the combination of the

three imagery dimensions when subjects evaluated an experience or a delayed

consumption product. When subjects evaluated a search or an immediate
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consumption product, the imagery-evoking tactic did not have such an effect.

However, the separate ANOVOA results indicate that, among the three

dimensions of ad-evoked mental imagery, only the vividness dimension was

significantly influenced by the imagery-evoking tactic in both the experience and

delayed consumption product groups.

While investigating the effects of each imagery-evoking tactic on the

degree of imagery, this study demonstrated that subjects in the experience and

delayed consumptions groups were more responsive to concrete ad message

elements than subjects in the search and immediate consumption groups. It was

found that concrete pictures enhanced vividness of ad-evoked imagery in the

experience product group and that both concrete pictures and concrete verbal

product descriptions increased vividness in the delayed consumption group. In the

search and immediate consumption product groups, however, these effects were

not found. Also, as hypothesized, embedding instructions to imagine in an ad

message did not affect the degree of imagery regardless of product types.

The results observed in this study provide empirical data to support the

influence of consumers’ thinking mode on the effectiveness of imagery-evoking

advertising tactics in inducing mental imagery. That is, when consumers use the

experiential thinking mode more intensely, they are more likely to be responsive

to concrete ad message elements, which help increase the degree of mental

imagery. In the experiential thinking mode, consumers are assumed to represent

events concretely and imagistically rather than in abstract symbols. Therefore,

when consumers evaluate an experience and delayed consumption products, they
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are more responsive to imagery-evoking advertising tactics and hence engage in

imagery more than when they evaluates a search and immediate consumption

products. However, among the three imagery dimensions, the findings in this

study supported the effects of concrete ad message elements only on the vividness

dimension.

There could be two reasons for the lack of significant effects of imagery-

evoking advertising tactics on the quantity and elaboration dimensions of

imagery. First, it could be due to the flaws inherent in the scale which was

developed by Babin and Burns (1998) and used in this study to measure ad-

evoking metal imagery. Although Babin and Burns’ imagery scale is an

improvement over the previous imagery scales (e.g., Ellen and Bone 1991; Miller

and Marks 1997), it has been noted that, among the fourteen items of the scale,

only three items are used to measure the quantity and elaboration dimensions

respectively. This may make it difficult to reliably capture the degree of the

quantity and elaboration of consumers’ imagery (Babin and Burns 1998).

Second, subjects in general might not have been sufficiently motivated to

process the stimulus advertisements. According to Babin and Burns (1998),

imagery quantity refers to the number of images that come to mind while

processing information whereas imagery elaboration refers to the activation of

information in the production of mental imagery beyond what is provided by the

stimulus. MacInnis and Jaworski (1989) suggested that constructive processes,

with which the consumer uses prior knowledge to go beyond the advertisement

and build novel scenarios involving the brand, are possible only at the highest
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levels of processing. The products used in this study were selected to maximize

their differences in the degree of uncertainty in subjects’ product evaluations.

Also, for the ease of adjusting the interval between purchase and consumption

while keeping the other aspects of products equal, financial investment products

were used in this study. However, these products might not be interesting enough

to student subjects, which might lead to the potential problem of not appropriately

motivate subjects to process the stimulus ad messages.

6.1.3 The Effects of Ad-Evoked Imagery on Attitudinal Judgments

This study extended previous research by suggesting that the effects of ad-

evoked mental imagery on consumers’ attitudinal responses could be different

depending on product type. Previous research assumed that the conflicting

findings regarding the effects of imagery-evoking ad tactics on consumers’

responses might be attributed to the failure of these tactics in inducing mental

imagery. Researchers assumed that once imagery was evoked by ad message

elements, it would influence consumers’ responses via either the increased

availability of information in memory or the affective responses to imagined

scenes. However, this study hypothesized that, even if the imagery-evoking

tactics are successful at inducing mental imagery, the effects of this evoked

imagery on consumers’ attitudinal responses may be different because consumers

reach judgments differently depending on their thinking mode (H3a and H3b). To

compare the effects of ad-evoked imagery on subjects’ attitudinal responses, a
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series of regression analyses and Chow tests were performed with Aad and Ab as

the dependent variables.

In terms of Aad, this study failed to find the results supportive of the

differential effects of ad-evoked imagery on subjects’ attitudinal responses.

Contrary to the hypotheses, the study found that, regardless of product types, ad-

evoked imagery explained significant proportions of the variance in Aad. Also, the

effects of the three imagery dimensions on Aad were not significantly different

between the search and experience product groups or between the immediate and

delayed consumption product groups.

This study demonstrated that, as past research has assumed, once imagery

is evoked in consumers’ mind, it may influence Aad to a certain degree regardless

of product types. Previous research offers has suggested the notion of affect-

transfer mechanism of Aad formation (e.g., Mitchell & Olson 1981; Mitchell 1986;

Yi 1990). This affect-transfer hypothesis has been a focal point in the Aad research

stream (Madden, Allen, & Twible 1988). Once imagery is evoked, affective

responses to imagined scenes may exert their influences on Aad. This appears to

explain the significant effects of ad-evoked imagery on Aad regardless of product

types. However, it should be noted that, while the vividness dimension was

positively related to Aad in the search and immediate consumption product groups,

both the vividness and elaboration dimensions were positively related to Aad in the

experience and delayed consumption product groups. Based on these findings, it

may be said that, when subjects used experiential thinking more intensely, the
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transferred affect to Aad was less likely to be spontaneous and more likely to be

associated with the advertised product.

In terms of Ab, the study found the differential effects of ad-evoked mental

imagery between the search and experience product groups. While the vividness

and elaboration dimensions of imagery were significantly related to Ab when

subjects evaluated an experience product, none of the three imagery dimensions

was significantly related to Ab when subjects evaluated a search product. In

contrast to the formation of Aad, depending on product type, ad-evoked imagery

exerts differential effects when consumers process product-related information to

form Ab. However, the differential effects of ad-evoked imagery on Ab were not

found when comparing the immediate and delayed consumption product groups.

The failure to find differential effects of ad-evoked imagery on Ab between

the immediate and delayed consumption product groups may be partly due to the

unfamiliarity of student subjects with financial investment products. While

subjects were informed that the financial investment products used for immediate

and delayed consumption products in this study were targeted at the younger

investors and product features were given in the stimulus ads, their unfamiliarity

with the products and the lack of adequate stored knowledge structures may have

caused some difficulties in product evaluations. In this case, experiential thinking,

which does not require analytic processes, may be salient in helping reach

judgments regardless of the degree of uncertainty inherent in available

information. This may in turn result in the similar effects of ad-evoked imagery

on Ab between the immediate and delayed consumption product groups.
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6.1.4 The Effects of Imagery-Evoking Tactics on Attitudinal Judgments

Finally, this study proposed that concrete ad message elements would be

effective in enhancing consumers’ favorable attitudinal responses in the

experience and delayed consumption groups (H4a and H4b), but not in the search

and immediate consumption product groups (H4d and H4e). On the other hand, it

was hypothesized that among the imagery-evoking tactics, instructions to imagine

would not affect consumers’ attitudinal responses regardless of product types (H4c 

and H4f). These hypotheses were tested via a series of multiple regression analyses

with three dummy coded variables representing picture concreteness, concrete

verbal descriptions and instructions to imagine as the independent variables.

As predicted, this study found that imagery-evoking advertising tactics as

a whole influenced both Aad and Ab when subjects evaluated an experience or a

delayed consumption product, but not when they evaluated a search or an

immediate consumption product. Specifically, when subjects evaluated an

experience product, concrete pictures had a significant and positive effect on both

Aad and Ab. On the other hand, when subjects evaluated a delayed consumption

product, concrete verbal descriptions significantly and positively influenced both

Aad and Ab. However, instructions to imagine did not influence either Aad or Ab,

regardless product types.

Previous research has posited that imagery-evoking advertising tactics

generate mental imagery which in turn results in more favorable attitudes toward

the ad and the brand. However, given the conflicting findings in terms of the

effects of imagery-evoking tactics on attitudinal responses, this study proposed
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that imagery-evoking advertising tactics will have differential effects on attitudes

toward the ad and the brand depending on the product type under evaluation. This

was based on the premise that, depending on product type, imagery-evoking

tactics will induce different degrees of imagery. As predicted, when subjects

evaluated an experience product, ad-evoked imagery was significantly greater and

Aad and Ab were significantly more favorable under concrete pictures than when

given abstract pictures. However, when subjects evaluated a search product, ad-

evoked imagery and attitudinal responses were not influenced by any of the

imagery-evoking tactics. Similarly, when subjects evaluated a delayed

consumption product, ad-evoked imagery was significantly greater under concrete

pictures and concrete verbal descriptions. Aad and Ab were significantly more

favorable with concrete verbal descriptions than with abstract verbal descriptions.

But, when subjects evaluated the immediate consumption product, these effects

were not found.

One important point that needs to be discussed is the effectiveness of each

imagery-evoking tactic. Among imagery-evoking tactics, only concrete pictures

were effective in inducing mental imagery and enhancing consumers’ favorable

responses when subjects evaluated the experience product. On the other hand,

when subjects evaluated the delayed consumption product, only concrete verbal

descriptions consistently influenced both the degree of mental imagery and

subjects’ attitudinal responses. One possibility is that the effectiveness of each

imagery-evoking tactic is different depending on whether the advertised products

are goods or services. Services are inherently intangible and non-visual. That is,
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services do not have physical characteristics which can be illustrated through

pictorial representations (Clow, Berry, Kranenburg, and James 2005). Under these

conditions, concrete verbal descriptions of service performance or service

consumption episodes may be more effective than the physical representation

approach.
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6.2 IMPLICATIONS

The results reported in this study have implications to extending our

theoretical understanding of the process of imagery-evoking tactics and the

practices of marketing communications in several ways. This study identified

consumers’ thinking mode as the psychological mechanism which may explain

the variations in the effectiveness of imagery-evoking advertising tactics in

enhancing mental imagery and consumers’ favorable attitudinal responses. At the

theoretical level, this study offers some insight into the factors that are likely to

influence the effectiveness of imagery-evoking tactics. Prior research has shown

that the effectiveness of imagery-evoking advertising tactics depends on the levels

of consumers’ attention to and elaboration on vividly presented information (e.g.,

Kisielius & Sternthal 1984, 1986; McGill & Anand 1989b; Taylor & Thompson

1982; Shedler & Manis 1986). However, there has been little research attention

devoted to directly investigating the factors which influence consumers’ attention

to and elaboration on vividly presented information. In this regard, a considerable

body of research in psychology and decision-making analysis which has identified

task characteristics as key factors that influence consumers’ thinking mode would

be helpful in puzzling out the conflicting findings on the effectiveness of imagery-

evoking advertising tactics.

This study therefore endeavored to apply those task characteristics defined

in the psychology and decision-making literature in the context of advertising and

consumer research. In this study, product type has been identified as a major

factor which influences consumers’ thinking mode during the stage of pre-
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purchase product evaluations. This was based on the findings of past research

which suggest that the lack of valid information may increase the use of

experiential thinking. Another potentially important factor which may influence

consumers’ thinking mode and in turn affect the effectiveness of imagery-evoking

advertising tactics may be product novelty. According to previous research, the

absence of a familiar, readily applied, explicit principle for organizing

information into a judgment may increase the use of experiential thinking

(Hammond et al. 1987). When consumers evaluate an innovative product, they do

not have adequate stored knowledge structures, which may result in the dominant

influence of experiential thinking on the adoption of an innovative product. If this

is the case, imagery-evoking tactics may be more effective for innovative

products than for established products.

Second, the identification of consumers’ thinking mode as the

psychological mechanism which influences the effectiveness of imagery-evoking

advertising tactics may enrich the understandings of the consequences of imagery-

evoking advertising tactics. Past research assumes that once imagery is evoked,

the subsequent imagery would influence consumers’ responses. However, the

understanding of the effects of imagery-evoking tactics on consumers’ responses

in the framework of consumers’ thinking mode led to the proposition that ad-

evoked mental imagery may exert differential effects on consumers’ responses.

This was because, depending on the thinking mode, consumers reach judgments

and decisions differently. For example, even if imagery-evoking advertising

tactics are successful at inducing mental imagery, consumers in the rational
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thinking mode due to the need for justification to others may reach a judgment by

following a series of communicable steps, which may diminish the effects of ad-

evoked mental imagery. While further research is needed using different outcome

variables, this proposition had an initial support in terms of the effects of ad-

evoked imagery on attitude toward the brand in this study.

In practical terms, findings from this study offer guidelines for the

strategic use of imagery-evoking advertising tactics. First, the strategy that

marketers adopt regarding the use of imagery should depend on the characteristics

of their product. If a product predominantly consists of experience attributes and

hence it is difficult to evaluate the product quality prior to product trial or

purchase, the marketer should encourage imagery processing by using concrete ad

message elements. For example, advertisements for products such as cosmetics,

cars and stereos might be more effective in inducing consumers’ favorable

responses by describing consumption situations more vividly and in more detail

rather than by delivering abstract product features.

In addition, if there is a relatively long delay between purchase and

consumption due to either the inherent characteristics of products or marketing

strategies such as advance selling, or if the consumption state is difficult to expect

because of too quickly or radically changing conditions, marketers may

potentially influence consumers’ attitudinal responses by encouraging the use of

imagery. Services such as insurance may fall into this product category. In

addition, choosing a granola bar instead of a cheeseburger, paying for the gym

instead of purchasing a dress, or buying financial investment products instead of
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spending money elsewhere have such time component (Ebert 2004). In these

cases, marketers should describe the delayed benefit with vivid message elements.

Insights from this study further suggest that the strategic use of imagery-evoking

advertising tactics should be based on the understanding of the environment under

which consumers are motivated to process information and make decisions using

mental imagery.

Second, this study provides additional empirical evidence in the debate on

the relative effectiveness of imagery-evoking tactics. Results from this study

support Rossiter’s (1982) position that concrete stimuli are more effective than

instructions to imagine. Further, these results are consistent with those reported by

Burns et al. (1993) and Miller and Marks (1997) who found that a vivid ad

message element was a superior imagery strategy to instructions to imagine.

Meanwhile, the findings do not provide support for the suggestions made by other

researchers (Babin et al. 1992; Bone & Ellen 1992) that the use of instructions to

imagine is the superior strategy because of its proposed power to generate highly

vivid self-relevant imagery. Instead, it seems that, because instructions to imagine

do not by itself provide materials which consumers can easily process using

imagery, they are ineffective in enhancing mental imagery and consumers’

favorable responses. However, if consumers are sufficiently familiar with the

advertised product and hence have information about what is supposed to be

imagined in the communication, embedding instructions to imagine within an ad

message may have different effects from what was observed in this study. Further

research is needed in terms of the conditions under which the strategy of
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instructions to imagine is effective and its relative effectiveness compared to

concrete ad message elements under these conditions.

Finally, important implications regarding the use of visual and verbal

material in consumer information stimuli emerge from this study. Among the

imagery-evoking advertising tactics, verbally based message elements such as

concrete verbal product descriptions or verbally described consumption episodes

appear to be most appropriately used in service advertising. Services generally do

not have physical characteristics which can be illustrated through pictorial

representations. Also, services such as insurance are complex and multi-

dimensional so that they are difficult for consumers to understand and visualize

(Clow et al. 2005). Under these conditions, consumers may be more motivated to

process the semantic content of the message than when they examine goods which

have physical characteristics that can be illustrated through pictorial

representations. On the other hand, visually oriented imagery-evoking tactics such

as concrete pictures seem particularly appropriate when consumers can obtain

information about product attributes and benefits through examining pictorial

representations of product use. For example, when consumers evaluate furniture

or appliances, visually oriented message elements may require less cognitive

resources from consumers than verbally oriented message elements. In these

cases, consumers are likely to attend to and be responsive to visually oriented

message elements rather than verbally oriented message elements.
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6.3 LIMITATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

This study contributed to our understanding of the effectiveness of

imagery-evoking advertising tactics in producing mental imagery and consumers’

favorable responses. Consumers’ thinking mode was suggested as the

psychological mechanism which helps explain the variations in the ways

consumers encode information and reach judgments. However, as with any

research, the results from this study should be interpreted in light of its

limitations, which also point to the directions of future research.

First, the study was a single laboratory experiment. Strong tests of the

hypotheses required a high degree of control, which could only be obtained in a

laboratory setting. In the laboratory setting, subjects’ attentions were explicitly

directed to the stimulus ads and these stimulus ads were isolated from a realistic

programming or editorial contexts. However, in a typical ad exposure, consumers

generally offer only divided attention to ads and are subject to distractions. Under

these conditions, the effects of task characteristics on subjects’ thinking mode,

subjects’ responsiveness to vividly presented information, or the effects of ad-

evoked imagery could be different from what was found in this study. The

robustness of the effects observed in this study should be tested with a more

realistic advertisement situation.

Second, the use of student subjects also constrains the generalizability of

the results observed in this study. According to the research classification scheme

advocated by Calder et al.’s (1981), this study may be categorized into “theory

research (theory application),” rather than “effects research (effects application).”
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Therefore, the relative weight of this study is placed on achieving internal validity

rather than on external validity, and homogeneous respondents are desirable to

reduce the likelihood of extraneous variables having an impact on the research

results. Nevertheless, as frequently criticized, the use of student subjects as

surrogates for consumers has problems. Even though it can be said that the

underlying psychological processes may be the same for any human subjects, the

use of student subjects may impact research results because the students are

different from older adults in terms of skills or proficiency in interpreting

information (James & Sonner 2001; Sears 1986). Furthermore, the ways in

which students process product information and make purchase decisions may be

different from the ways older adults do. Future research should be extended to

replicate the findings in this study with consumers other than college students.

Third, the use of a single product for each product type also constrains the

generalizability of the results observed in this study. The use of a broader array of

products is needed, both to establish the generalizability of the results observed in

this study across products and to observe shifts in the relative influence of

imagery-evoking advertising tactics such as the ones observed between durable

goods and services in this study. Also, further research needs to examine a broad

range of services to see if the findings regarding goods vs. services in this study

are generalizable for all services. For example, there is a wide range of services

from pure services such as insurance to mixed services such as a restaurant that

provides both a service and good (Clow et al. 2005). In addition, for some

services such as carpet cleaning, consumers can easily access service
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performances. But, for other services such as medical ones, consumers cannot

easily evaluate service performances. Depending on the characteristics of

services, the effectiveness of each imagery-evoking tactic can be different.

In addition, the use of broader array products is also needed to help

resolve the insignificant effects of ad-evoking tactics on the quantity and

elaboration dimensions of imagery in this study. The products used in this study

were selected to maximize their differences in the degrees of uncertainty in

subjects’ product evaluations, while keeping the other aspects of the products

equal. However, in doing so, the relevance of products to student subjects was

somewhat diminished, which might have led to the failure to appropriately

motivate subjects to process the stimulus ad messages. Therefore, additional work

needs to be carried out to replicate and expand upon the findings in this study.

While remedying these limitations, certainly more work is needed before

achieving a complete understanding of the operation of mental imagery evoked by

advertisements. First, although previous advertising and consumer research has

enhanced the understanding of mental imagery by applying multi-item scales of

imagery, further refinement of the measurement instrument is necessary. Instead

of taking criterion-based approaches in psychology, advertising and consumer

researchers have contributed to the understanding of the characteristics and extent

of imagery processing by developing multi-item scales to measure imagery. By

using a more rigorous methodology for scale development, the measurement of

ad-evoked mental imagery has been modified and improved. However, a need

still exists for a more sensitive and encompassing scale of imagery to capture the
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whole range of imagery evoked by an advertisement. Such work may resolve the

insignificant effects of imagery-evoking advertising tactics on quantity and

elaboration of mental imagery as observed in this study and other previous studies

(e.g., Babin & Burns 1997).
Second, future research may replicate and expand upon the findings in this

study with alternative operationalizations of imagery-evoking advertising tactics.

This study demonstrated that depending on product type, the effectiveness of

concrete ad message elements may be different in stimulating mental imagery and

enhancing consumers’ favorable responses. But, imagery-evoking advertising

tactics are not limited to the specific tactics which this study chose to test. For

example, many advertisements these days include drama and slice-of-life tactics.

They elicit mental simulation by delivering ad messages in the form of stories or

narratives or providing high degrees of contextual details. Future research should

examine the relative effectiveness of narrative structures of ad messages and the

availability of high degrees of contextual details in ad messages.

Future research should also expand on the findings in this study by

differentiating the strength of the imagery-evoking advertising tactics. Examining

whether the relationships found in this research will hold with either more or less

extreme manipulations would be interesting. Also, future research needs to

examine the effectiveness of imagery-evoking tactics when they are used to

induce a prevention focus (Higgins 1997). When a prevention focus needs to be

primed, imagery-evoking tactics will be mainly used to evoke negative images in
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consumers’ mind. It would be interesting to examine whether the findings in this

study will hold whether imagery-evoking tactics are used to prime a promotion or

prevention focus. In addition, future research should expand upon the findings in

this study by testing the relative effectiveness of the imagery-evoking tactics on

other dependent variables of practical and theoretical interest, such as product

attribute beliefs and behavioral intentions.

Finally, further research is needed to enhance the understanding of

consumers’ thinking mode in the context of advertising and consumer research.

This study found that some of the variations in the use of experiential thinking in

product evaluations result from the characteristics of available product

information. Also, this study found that consumer traits and characteristics can

also influence their thinking mode. There may also be a range of situation-based

determinants of consumers’ thinking mode that are not task-related and which do

not correspond to enduring individual differences. Time pressure, dual tasks, and

need for justifications will be the examples. The influences of trait-based or

situation-based determinants on consumers’ thinking mode are likely to be great

in a typical ad exposure. Future research should investigate the influence of these

factors on consumers’ thinking mode to arrive at a comprehensive understanding

of consumers’ thinking mode and its relationship with the effectiveness of various

advertising tactics.
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Appendix A: STIMULUS ADVERTISEMENTS
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<Abstract picture, Abstract descriptions>
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<Concrete picture, Abstract descriptions>
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<Abstract picture, Concrete descriptions>
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<Abstract picture, Abstract descriptions, Instructions to imagine>
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<Abstract picture, Abstract descriptions>
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<Concrete picture, Abstract descriptions>
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<Abstract picture, Concrete descriptions>
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<Abstract picture, Abstract descriptions, Instructions to imagine>
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<Abstract picture, Abstract descriptions>
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<Concrete picture, Abstract descriptions>
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<Abstract picture, Concrete descriptions>
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<Abstract picture, Abstract descriptions, Instructions to imagine>
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<Abstract picture, Abstract descriptions>
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<Concrete picture, Abstract descriptions>
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<Abstract picture, Concrete descriptions>
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<Abstract picture, Abstract descriptions, Instructions to imagine>
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Appendix B: Measurement Items

Task Specific Thinking Mode (Novak and Hoffman 2005)

(1 = strongly disagree; 7 = strongly agree)

Experiential Items
1. I used my heart as a guide for my actions.
2. I went by what felt good to me.
3. I relied on my sense of intuition.
4. I used my instincts.
5. I trusted my hunches.
6. I used my gut feelings.
7. I used free-association, where one idea leads to the next.
8. I had flashes of insight.
9. I relied on my first impressions.
10. Ideas just popped into my head.

Rational Items
1. I approached this task analytically.
2. I reasoned things out carefully.
3. I tackled this task systematically.
4. I figured things out logically.
5. I applied precise rules to deduce the answers.
6. I used clear rules.
7. I was very aware of my thinking process.
8. I ws very focused on the steps involved in doing this task.
9. I was very focused on what I was doing to arrive at the answers.
10. I arrived at my answers by carefully assessing the inforamtion in front of

me.

Communication-Evoked Mental Imagery (Babin and Burns 1998)

(1 = strongly disagree; 7 = strongly agree)

Vividness
The imagery that occurred was

1. Clear
2. Detailed
3. Weaka
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4. Fuzzya

5. Vaguea

6. Vivid
7. Sharp
8. Well-defined

Quantity
9. I really only experienced one imagea.
10. I imagined a number of things.
11. Many images came to my mind.

Elaboration
12. I fantasized about the product in the ad.
13. I imagined what it would be alike to use the product advertised.
14. I imagined the feel of the product.

a Item is reverse scored.

Attitudes toward the Advertisement (e.g., Mitchell and Olson 1981)

(7-point semantic-differential items)

1. good/bad*
2. like/dislike*
3. irritating/not irritating
4. interesting/boring*

a Item is reverse scored.

Attitudes toward the Brand (Spears & Singh 2004)

(7-point semantic-differential items)

1. unappealing/appealing
2. bad/good
3. unpleasant/pleasant
4. unfavorable/favorable
5. unlikable/likable
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The Rational-Experiential Inventory (REI) (Pacini and Epstein 1999)

(1=definitely not true of myself; 5=definitely true of myself)

Rationality Engagement
1. I try to avoid situations that require thinking in depth about something*.
2. I enjoy intellectual challenges.
3. I don’t like to have to do a lot of thinking*.
4. I enjoy solving problems that require hard thinking.
5. Thinking is not my idea of an enjoyable activity*.
6. I prefer complex problems to simple problems.
7. Thinking hard and for a long time about something gives me little

satisfaction*
8. I enjoy thinking in abstract terms.
9. Knowing the answer without having to understand the reasoning behind it

is good enough for me*.
10. Learning new ways to think would be very appealing to me.

Rational Ability
1. I’m not that good at figuring out complicated problems*.
2. I am not very good at solving problems that require careful logical

analysis*.
3. I am not a very analytical thinker*.
4. Reasoning things out carefully is not one of my strong points*.
5. I don’t reason well under pressure*.
6. I am much better at figuring things out logically than most people.
7. I have a logical mind.
8. I have no problem thinking things through carefully.
9. Using logic usually works well for me in figuring out problems in my life.
10. I usually have clear, explainable reasons for my decisions.

Experientiality Engagment
1. I like to rely on my intuitive impressions.
2. Intution can be a very useful way to solve problems.
3. I often go by my instincts when deciding on a course of action.
4. I don’t like situations in which I have to rely on intuition*.
5. I think there are times when one should rely on one’s intuition.
6. I think it is foolish to make important decisions based on feelings*.
7. I don’t think it is a good idea to rely on one’s intuition for important

decisions*.
8. I generally don’t depend on my feelings to help me make decisions*.
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9. I would not want to depend on anyone who described himself or herself as
intuitive*.

10. I tend to use my heart as a guide for my actions.

Experientiality Ability
1. I don’t have a very good sense of intuition*.
2. Using my gut feelings ususally works well for me in figuring out problems

in my life.
3. I believe in trusting my hunches.
4. I trust my initial feelings about people.
5. When it comes to trusting people, I can ususally rely on my gut feelings.
6. If I were to rely on my gut feelings, I would often make mistakes*.
7. I hardly ever go wrong when I listen to my deepest gut feelings to find an

answer.
8. My snap judgments are probably not as good as most people’s*.
9. I can ususally feel when a person is right or wrong, even if I can’t explain

how I know.
10. I suspect my hunches are inaccurate as often as they are accurate*.

a Item is reverse scored.

Mood (Allen and Janiszewski 1989)

(7-point semantic-differential items)

At the moment, I am feeling:

1. good/bad*
2. unpleasant/pleasnt
3. happy/sad*
4. negative/positive

a Item is reverse scored.
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